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XU students touch~d by twister 
. · ...... ·.· .. · _·,. ,. .· .. > _ .. ,: .:·· "·· .... : .,.~·..:<•: .·: _ ... __ ... ·, 'NewSWl~f,PHOTO~\'.ER'f:l:,MOONEY 
Senior Justin Evans woke.to plaster falling on: him from' the teiling:of his apartment in Vi!lag·e 
Brook Apartrnents, pictured above. The building was c<lndemiied.' , , · · · 
. . . : .·· ' . ' _- . ' 
BY SARAH KELLEY tification indicating they live in the 
Campus News Editor· ·area are permitted to enter particu-
Although Friday's tornado did . lar neighborhoods. 
not hit campus, some Xavier stu- There has also been a curfew 
dents and their families felt the ef- implemented in areas where there 
fects of the storm~ is extreme damage. According to 
· The tornado extensively dam'.: . Snider, the curfew .in his area re- . 
aged senforfostin Evans? ~partment quires people to be in their homes 
at. Village Brook :Apartments on between the hours of 8 p.m. and 7 · 
Kemper·Road in Montgomery, as a.m., to prevent vandalism and loot-
well as his car. ·. ing'. 
"I woke up 'to plaster falling on "I came back from a Cyclones 
me from the ceiling," said Evans. game at 11 p.m. and .had to be es-
"I grabqed my pillow and co.vered corted to my house by police," said 
my head, crouched down on the Snider. 
floor, and just hoped nothing would According to Snider, .friends of 
hit me." his parents who lived in Symmes 
Evaris had to assist many of his Township, near Sycamore High 
neighbors in exiting the building to Scliool, were kiHed while sleeping 
seek shelter. on the second story of their house, 
·Nick Snider, whose parents live which was completely destroyed .. 
neas Harper's Pqint in Montgom- They were. two of thefour fatalities 
ery, helped his family in cleaning reported due to the tornado; . 
i.Ip the·debris after the storm. . Junior Heather Williams, who 
"There was'.a l<?t of structural was staying with her grandmother 
· damage to the house," said Snider. in Blue Ash, one of the hardest hit 
"Ail cif Ollf neighbors ,had damage areas, also exper.ienced the devas-
to their houses, too." tation of the tornado. 
"While we were cleaning up our "We woke up to the storin in the 
yard I found a Reds .baseball signed middle of the night," said Williams. 
by:Paul 0'.NeilL" . . . "It really did sound like a train . 
. _ .·•. M,ai:iyofthc;: areas struck by the .. , ·''J.ran-to my grandma's room 
tornadoes have been dosed to out- and practically had to-carry her to 
side traffic.' Only people with .iden~ See Twister, Page 2 
Hacker plagues campus network 
. BY CHAD ENCiELLAND 
Editor-in:Chief & Publisher __ , 
· Beginning Marc.h 19, an: uniden-
tified hacker has led a series of in-
tentional attacks against the cam-
pus computer network, causing 
multiple system crashes lasting 
fr()m 10 minutes to 36 hours and, 
frustrating computer users campus-
wide. 
With the, network down, ~sers 
cannot access the Internet, check e~ 
mail ·~r run sorri_e software apptiba-
tions. Computers use the campus 
network to share a~d access infor-
mation. 
The initial strategy of Technol-
ogy Servjces;the department which . 
oversees the campus network, was 
unable to fix the problem. "We were 
so busy tryingto put out the fires 
, we didn't step back and develop fire 
prevention," said Dorinda Giles, 
associate vice presjdent of the de-
partment. 
: Technology Services set :up two 
teams to address theis~ue. The first 
will look.at the design of the net-
, work anci recommend improve-
: ments in security. The second wfll 
responµ to hacking emergencies by. 
© 199,9 .The Xavier Newswire 
All rights reserved , , .. 
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Computer science ma}ofs hit hardest 
Computer science majors.have 
. found the network"problems es-, 
pecially frustrating because much 
of their course work relies on the 
network. 
"It's so hard to get work done 
when you're physically blocked 
by this obstacle and you know the 
obstacle c·ould have been pre-
vented in the first place," said jun-
ior ·Mike Helmeck, who is net-
work administratorofthe library's 
computer system. 
Frustrated with the "lack of 
swiftness" in resolving the prob-
lem, Helmeck sent letters to 16 
Xavier, administrators, officials . 
and managers, urging·a more con-
. focusing on fixing and logging the 
probiems. · 
"_Our problem is that some of our 
solutions are going to be expen-
sive," said Giles; Included· among 
the options are establishing multiple 
"firewalls" - electronic security 
barriers difficult to breach. 
NEWS:, 
,,_ 1ii. reme1nbran~e-of -·• 
., , , ' · Miehael Batterberry., 
, .. · ·' . . •' ' .. '. 
certed and effective solution to the 
problem. 
He complained about the con~ 
stant interruption of computer sci-
ence· classes and course work -
all activities that require constant 
network access. "The way tuition 
is around here we should get a 
little more for our money," he said. 
Other computer science majors 
agreed. "'We know it won't be' 
fixed by the end of the year, but if 
it isn't fixed next year, why 
shouldn't we just transf~r to 
schools with their act together?" 
said sophmpore Jennifer Wanner; 
a computer science major. 
"A lot of people see it,as 'Oh 
Firewalls are expensive, but Giles 
did not know the exact.amount. "I 
absolutely know it will' be more 
than $10,000, but I don't know the 
upper end," she said: 
· The hacker disrupted the flow of 
the network by altering-the numeri-
cahiddresses computers use ,to 
'OP:_ ED.: 
Tragedy brings out the best 
and wo'rst in. us 
PAGE~ 
shucks, the network is down - I 
can't check my e"mail' but here I 
am paying $20,000 a year to wait 
(in computer science classes) for 
them to fix it," she said., 
Sophomore Dan Dentinger, 
who spends "double-digit hours a 
day" working on the network as a 
comp.uter science major, has had 
classes canceled and projects 
pushed back because of the prob~ 
lem. 
"Ninety~nine percent of the as~ 
sigmnents for_ computer science 
courses are handled on the net- ' 
work ... we are not ~ble to access 
that with the networks down," he 
said. 
communicate with eacll other. 
Without these numbers, informa-
tion was misrouted and the network 
crashed,. To fix the problem, net-
work administrators had. to locate 
the changed devic'e and restore the 
original· addresses. 






A-1 o medalist 
Senior Steve Dixon 
becamefust the fourth 
golfer in A-JO history 
to win. back-to-back 
individual A-10 · 
Champ- ~, 
ions hips. · 
See page 1 o , . ",·.~~· .. 
DIVERS! o·N S: 
Two s~niors exhibit their: 
ar( work in Cohen 
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Hun1an rigflls 
. Xavier is celebrating Human 
Rights Week with events spon-
sored by Amnesty International 
whieh. deal with human rights is-
sues. Today at 3 p.m. on the resi- · 
dential mall, there will be the Cel-
ebration of Human Rights with 
music .and dancing. Thursday; 
;\pril 15, at noon on the academic 
mall, students will have a chance 
to register for Shine a: Light: Sign 
a Letter. For :more information, . 
contact the Dorothy Day House 
at 745-3046. 
' Styrofoam reduced.· 
On Wednesday, April 21; 
· Earth Day, the Grill will reduce 
· · its use of Styrofoam. Soup bowls, 
plates and coffee, cups will be 
paper instead. Reusable mugs. 
will also be introduced and.can 
be purchased by st~d~nts, Each 
time the reusable mug is used, a 
price reduction will be offered. 
Paper bags wiil also be available 
instead of Styrofoam to-go con~ 
tainers for students who request 
them: Thestj changes came about 
due to Earthcare; Earthbread and 
food service manager Dan Yeager. 
English Club Tea. 
All students are invited to join 
English faculty, majors, minors 
and other friends at the annual 
English Club Tea on Wednesday, 
April 21, at 4 p.m. in the library 
courtyard. Enjoy conversation 
over a cup oftea while sampling 
an assortment of finger sand-
wiches, scones and other refresh-
ments. Senior Karin Rademaker 
will·perform harp music at the tea'. 
Muskie Annual 
Applications for· staff posi-
tions on the Musketeer Annual 
are available on the front door of 
.the Publications Ho.use. All ap-. 
plications should be returned by 
Friday, April 23. · 
Senate elections 
Of the sixteen operi positions 
. in Senate, sixteen cand.idates ran 
· in the elections, which took place 
on March 23 and 24. No write-
in candidates were elected to the 
positions. The newly elected 
senators .are: freshmen -
Michelle Manassah, Julie 
Hammersmith, Mark Mallett, 
Natasha Cuyler- Sherman and J.P. 
Engelbre".ht, sophomores ---:- · 
· Casey Shuff, Laura Siegmann, 
Mike Sigg;· Jeff Pugh and Joe 
O'Leary, and juniors - P.J. 
Zimmer, Peet Zeller, Tracy 
·Killilea, Michael Wesley,· Rudy 
Fajardo and' Matt Steele. 
Homecoming.logo 
\.. The Xavier- Homecoming 
Marketing Committee is now 
, accepting logo design. ideas. 
Entries will be judged the last 
. week in April and are due April 
21. .For more.information'.call · 
Jody Buelterman at 745-10.9L 
CAMPUS .NEWS 
ALCOHOL. ROUND-TA·BtE 
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Effects 
students 
Co~tinued fro~ page· l · 
. . . . 
. . the basement. A.s we were nin-
. ning past things they were flying 
· around .. It fooked·like something 
9ut of a movie .. We J>a~ely made . 
i(tothe basement:~::).• :
1
,:/.- .· . 
Before Williams arid .her · 
... $ran~mother; spu.ght she.iter in 
their basement; they. witnessed 
:>•~the house.befog' blown to r~ins:. 
,, ' , •i:fhe ~oofliteraH/blew off the 
.. :.house," said ·Willlains. · "I coufd 
> /~ee the sky arid' lightning, and 'the 
' '';debris flyiilg around outside." 
.. · •bnce in the basement, Will-
iams said ~the tornado ·.lasted a few 
. more· mi~utes, but it felt like 
hciurs. .. ~ ·· 
When it. was .. aH over, tht'.Y went 
Sunday at the invitaticm of Dr. Ro'nald Sleptiza, vice president forStude~~ D~v~ld~~ent/30 ·.outside tq find neighbors, al<:>ng. 
faculty, staff and students met to discuss Xavier's alcohol ,;problem:' :The group's task wa~ tO · with themselves,. surveying the 
· reach .conse~sus .on what alcohol~related student behavio( is objectionable; . Future meetings will, damage, shaking; .and crying be-
d eve lop concrete ways to change the 'objectionable be~avior. Ten of the 30.were students, . . cause of the aftermath. 
though, adrninistratOrs said '40 were invited. · ·. . . . . . . "The riext day, the house was 
... ,< ·· deemed uninhabitable and is go-
------,-..,.-,.----------,------~----"""-'--'--~--'--~----- ingto be. completely tom down,'~ 
· · · · ,. · ·· · · · s'aid Williams. "Not rimch could 
Spring c:l~nc¢ tli~JJQ!It low: ··· ~i~~:!:~:~l~i~~::::,~:~ 
BY KATIE SUMMERS . · ''.fhitdfun .. at th~ spdng,d~p~,e?"' ,ropgi~pr:th~ buses l~~fo~e, during . residen.ts back into the complex, 
News Writer . CO!llinented: ; frnsh01'an < J~'s6ri, ·~:,or after th~event. '':We usually have ••.. most of\vhich' was leveled, u.ntil 
Alcohol was notiCeably absent Faber, "but I certiiinly 'noticed the . to deal with .a fair ·ammint of dam~ · Saturday afternoon. .: . 
from Xavier'silmiualS.pring Fling, tighter" guidelines. 10. we~i21 ( :age .incurred .during the dance,~· . . ·• "The building .was 'condemned 
held March 26 at the Music Hall. \\fOUld not be happy _abol!Uhe situ~· ·. said Couch .. "Clea~~up·costs were when I returned,'~ said Evans. 
Though stµdent reactiohs to the ation." . .. . •.. ·. also.considerably lbwer than in pre- . "Many of my belongings were 
C?arly February decision .. t~ bar al- . . Despite the stringent rules b~n~ vim.~s years." . . . . . . iost and all o(my. fornitu~e was .. 
cohol from Xavier dances was ning alcohol from the dance,.,cam~ . Though the d~nce was seem- .. destioyeci. I was able to salvage 
mixed, the turnout for this event pus police cited only one alc.ohol- · ingly le~s problematic than thos.e some of my clothes and ~a.oles'." 
was not altogether.disappointing. related incident for the night. The in the past, . lack.of: participation· Evans is. now living in his 
Officials .and dance organizers. under-aged student who tried to and ·student anger over the deci- · parent's home until he· is ~~ble.to 
estimate that around 450 students sneak a flask full of alcohol on the· sion to. ban. alcohol· are ·still front- ·find another place .to live. 
took part in the festivities which .bus was cited for possession and running issues wi.th SAC and "Everybody was great with 
included a D.J. anci light hors · banned from 'the.event. . · school administration. · helping us out," said Evans~ "Cin-
d'oeuvres'. . "Overall, I think the event went "Students feel that it is their cinnati is a great to'Wn w!lei:i it 
"The spring dance usually . great," said campus 'police chief right to drink,". said. Yungbluth. comes to that. .The Red Cr<:>ss·was 
brings in about 1,100 students, so ·Michael Couch. · · '.'When the administration takes th~re all d~y·with ':vaier and sup-
we're definitely dealing with a loss "We only had one incident be- that right away, then students' rebel. . plies." ·, · 
of money,'' said Student Activities ·fore the event and no incidents dur- by not attending the event." , ''Although the area near ,Xavier 
Council chair Jill Yungbluth. "SAC ing the dance or. on t~e bus rides .· Junior.Katie Fontana agrees. "l w;tsn 't hit directly, I was. still 
has been forced to cancel.two back to school. There was no medi- . didn't go to the dance bec.ause I scared when I woke up to wind 
events for the year to deal with the cal staffing required at the event heard that ·alc:ohol was not being and lightning. in the middle of the 
·Joss of funds." and the crowd was· very well-orga- .served .. I'.m 21,so.the ban was re- night,'' said senior Margot .Shea. 
Though many of the students, nized and behaved." · ally bothersome, I usually have a · "There was e~eh: r:ninor darnage 
around 90 percent, were tooyoung Campus police.: records indicate lot of fun at Xavier dances: but its On our house because of the 
to be affected by the new alcohol that no student '·'appeared to.be in- simple - if there is noalcohol at wind.'' 
resfrictions, many students cited toxicated" while at Music.Hall. the dari~e, then there is no.Katie." The preliminary estimate.d cost 
keen awareness of the new, stricter Reco,rds also show there was no of damages from the tornado is 
setting. damage to the fl\cility, the bath- $5'.8 million. ·. · 
Po· 11·ce: N. Otes . ~unday, April H, 12:54 a.m. the Arniory. The subject fled from · . . ' .. . - A student was cited forunderage ··. officers, but was· soon appre~ 
consumption and possession of al- hended. He then resisted arrest and. 
·.coho! when observed exiting·the . assa~lfod an XU officer .. The man 
wood.s near the South Lpt. The litu- was charged with disorderly con-
dent was found carrying· five cans · duct,.resistirig arrest, felony assault 
Thursday, April 1, 8:50 
. a.m: - Three permanent hall-
. way signs were stolen from the 
fourth floor of ~uhlmal). .. · of beerin his backpack. . • of an officer and possession of a 
· fake ID, 1md was transpqrte~hi:> the 
Hamilton County Justice Center . Sunday, April 4, 1 :4S a.m. 
...;.. An RA reported several metal 
tiles above the. bre~zeway be-
tween Husman. and Kuhlman 
were damaged. 
.. Sunday; April 11, 1:40 a.m. 
- Campus police backed up Cfo-. 
cinnatf pqlice in response· to com~ 
plaints of a lame ·and disorderly 
.· party on the 1500 blocko(Dana 
Avenue. A non-student was.cited 
for disorderly' cOndtlct after shout-
Sunday, April 11, 3:40 a.m. 
• ·...;, A student was. cited for disor-
derly conduct' ~hen he was ob~ 
served throwing. a. container. at. -a 
window ii1 Husman·. ·. 
Wednesday, April 7, · 11 in~ obscenities ~t the police.·· . · 
a.m~ - Two. vendors were ·· Mond~y, Apri1,i2, 4:30 P·l11· : 
warned and releai;ed for solicit- . Sunday, April 11~3 a.m. ~ k - . A Brockman resident.Jeft his 
ing magazine stibscriptio·ns. in . non-stUdent was arrested' by cam- . . wadet un~t~ended on th~ ground . 
front of the ~ibrary. . . pus police after he. was observed while pfaying foqtball. "When he .· 
Police Note: 
ofthe Week·· 
. · Tue~day, April 6, 1 :.50 .. 
·. ·a~"-· - Campus.police and 
·.the Cincinnati fire depart~ .. ·· 
. merit responded to a. fire 
alarm o~ the third florir ·~f. 
Kuhlman. Asmall .fire was . 
discovered i~ aroom on th~ 
east wing and was• extii:t~ · ' 
· guished'. The fii'~ was 
. started by a canclle w~.ich · 
. fell over on papers a~d de~ 
. ·bris. The matter was· re~ 
>ierred to the Office ofResi~ 
derice Life . 
. ·:· 
.. with an open conta111er'6f beer near . returned; the wallet was stolen:. . 
·,. · .. ·:~~·,•_·. ·.~·./".::.·:·.~ .. ,·.:•'' ,.·.· .·:· .. ~;.·:· ~.:· ~·;· ~:;,. ;., .... '·~· ... ·: .... ··~:"'/.'."··· . ".- ·. :~:~,,.~;;:;'I,,'...~·~·'.!, . ~ I . ··. ; ..... ':: .... 
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BY LORAINE CROUCH ment Coordinator Amy Verkamp . oh the basis of his reliability, qual-
News Feature Editor .• Collopy. ity of work, initiative, profession-
Swing lessons, free piZza and a . SWING (Student Workers In- alism and uniqueness of contribu-
pifiata are all part of Xavier's eel-· spire a Note of Gratitude) is the tion. Out of 52.6 nominations, 31 
ebnition of Student Employment' motto of the week. The Xavier ~nstitutions ·and 12 states, 
Appreciation Week. Swing Society started the festlvi- _Campbell also received the Em-
Although the university has . ties ~ith swing lessons Monday on ployee of the Year award for Ohio . 
• given the Student Employee of the the residential mall. Tuesday was . "It (my job) gives me a chance 
Year award iii the past, this week the piZza and praisereception; and to help a, Jot of students and; in that 
marks the first Xavier observance · today, students will have. a chance · way,. contribute to improving the 
of the appreciation week, which is . to take a swing at a pifiata on the university," Campbell · said. 
promoted by Midwest Association residential mail from 1 :30 p.m. to Campbell has worked at the library 
of Student Employment Adminis- 2:30 p.m .. Thursday, Career Ser- for four years, and he sees student 
trators (MSEA) and the National viees will be raffling off a swing employees as vital to the univer- · 
Student Employment Association CD, Xavier T-shirt and a $40 gift sity as a whole .. 
(NSEA). .. . certificate for dinner at the place of "Without the student staff, a lot 
The. on-campus employment yotµ" choice and other prizes; . of the services Xavier provides 
council, part of Career Services, Verkamp Collopy encourages Would not be available," he said. 
joined forces with Human Re- everyone to attend _the Week's The library is just one of.many 
sources and Student Development even.ts whether they work at the departments that rely on students 
to organize the events. . university or not. "We welcome everyday .. "We get :.150 _to 200 
Undergraduate students fill any type ofobservancefor the week • · phone calls a day,'' said secretary 
about 850 positions a year,··and we'r~ celebrating," she said. of the Xavier University National 
with the help of various depart- The week comes to a close on Alumni Association Rosemary 
ments, the council was able to brain- Saturday, All Honors' Day. Awards Tenoever. "I think. it's important 
storm events and gather prizes for a ceremonies honoring achievement (to recognize students) because 
raffle in honor of their hard work in. academics, leadership and ath- [they] do a lot of tedious and time-
and dedication. Jetics will be held throughout the consuming work,''. she ~aid. 
"By observing Student Em- day.·· "i thinkthe overallfunctioning 
ployee Week for th_e. first time, During the. leadership awards of the university depends on stu-
Xavier's on-campus ·employment ceremony, senior John Camppell, .·dent workers," said Verkamp. 
program will be further fostering circulation student supervisor in the Collopy. "I hope the students re-
students' creativity and energy by library, will receive the S_ttident ceive the university's appreciation 
celebrating our appreciation for Employee of the Year Award. and gratitude for their employ-
students;" said on-campus Employ- Campbell was chosen for the award _ merit," she said. 
Valedictorian _chosen for·· 1999 
BY MICHELLE MANASSAH 
News Writer 
·dent can ~ct as the spokesperson 
for the,graduating class ... "That's 
·Sen'ior Patrick Wolf has been really the. function of the valedic..: 
selected as valedictorian for the toriari.~' 
graduating class of 1999. He will "I totally feel like I'm speakiri"g 
deliver the valedictorian speech at . forthe whole class, not just myself," 
the commencement on May 15. said Wolf. 
"It is something I didn't really . "Patrickisaterrificstudent: He's 
expect. It's a great honor,'' Wolf been accepted to .Creighton Medi-
said. "I am proud to represent cal School. All the deans selected 
Xavier in that way." him,"said Keck.,. 
of my everyday experiences than 
·.Just the classroom itself," said Wolf. 
·"This has helped me to grow as a 
.person." 
Wolf said he will mostTemem-
ber the friendships he has made at · 
Xavier. 
week of APRIL 14, 1999 3 
JuniorMatt Barber participates irithe Crosst~wn Helpou~ . . 
Saturday at St. Fr~ncis Desales. Fourteen students and four . 
; alumn.i helped by cleaning out the basement and classrooms 
within the school. · 
Accreditation, team· 
visits XU's campus 
:According to Dr. Max Keck,. Wolf was selected primarily on 
dean of the College of Arts and Sci- the message. that.·lte presented in 
ences, students with a 4.0 grade his proposed ta!~. 
· "I have learned to live outside 
the classroo~ with the swim team 
and the relationships that l have 
made with professors.. It's· been 
great," saidWolf. -
Former CEO cif . Procter & . BY JAMIE CURRAN and- can continue to do so in the 
Gamble JOhn Pepper will be the fea- News Writer future. 
point average were invited to sub- "I wa'nt to exemplify the·special 
mit ·a resume and a proposed effect Xayier has had on u.s. as 
speech. · people," said Wolf.· 
Five students were invited and · "The message is appropriate and 
submitted a valedictory talk. In ad- inspirational,'' said Keck. 
~ition to Wolf, Tony Stieritz, Tonya · "Patr.ick is a very accomplished . 
Rawe; Jason Herman. and· Kim student. He is a swimmer, he h.as 
Burnside also submitted valedic- tutored other·athletes, he has par-
tory addres~es. ticipated in research projects and 
The academic deans reviewed he took a demanding curriculum,'' 
all the materials, which include.cl said Keck. "He is a model student." 
resumes and academic records in . Wolf is a natural Science "major 
addition to the valedictory talks, · and plans to attend medical school 
and selected Wolf. · after graduati0n. · 
Keck noted that only one stu_. "I have gotten so·much more out 
tured commencement speaker .at Lastly, the University musfshow 
the·ceremony: The University will begi~ an integrity in its practices and rela-
Pepper, who graduated from Yale exam. week of .its O\Vn next Mon- tionships: · 
day, just a couple weeks before its "This process is very important 
with a bachelor's degree in 1960,. stu.dents·. · ·.. X · " · ··.d D · J · · ~ to. av1er, · sa1 r. ames spoke to students at Xavier last year . 
about the importance of mentoring Eight representativ~s from the Bundschuh, professor of chemistry 
children 'and young adults; · North Central Association will be and vice pres.ident of academic af-
According to Academic Vice . on campus Ap~il 19, 20 and 21. t~ fairs. "Being an accredited school 
re_ new the Universit_ y_'s accred_ i_ta- announces to the_ 'community, na-Presid.ent Dr: James Bundschuh, 
tion. All educational institutions · tion and world that we meet the stan-two honorary doctorates will be · · · · · 
.. -. from high_ s. chooi,' t_ o e:·olleges :_ <lards to be an institution of higher given to Jim ·Frick and Neal 
Armstrong, the astronaut, at the are reviewed every ten years for re- . foaming." · · 
graduation ceremony. · newal. · ' In preparation, Flaspohfor, 
Hacker: Xavier' network affected 
"Xavier is a reputable institu- Bundschuh, and committees com-
tion. It i:eally isn. t about whether prised of more than 6o peopll? col-
we'll pass or fail,'' said Dr. Dave Jected the required information to . 
Flaspohler; professor of mathemat- create a 100-page self-study report. 
ics. "i-Iowever, it force~ us to step "The last time the North Central 
· puspolicewas notified_· of prob_. !ems page w_.ith a ._"ha_c_ ker si_gn," but the .. back to.·see if what we say we do Association was here was in 1989. Continued from page .1 
. involving the computer system but · problem was promptly. detected really takes place." The differenc·e between then and 
The hacker also infected the net~ was not asked to investigate. and fixed, said Giles. . In ord~r to remain accredited, today.is absolutely incredible," said 
work with a virus called NetBus by The university does not know if The network has had a number Xavier must meet.a set of 24 gen- Flaspohler. "That· chapter of the 
defeating the security features ofa the hacker is affiliated with Xavier. ·ofproble~s this year. Beginning ·· era! requirements. For ~nstahce, the report was particularly striking to 
Windows NT server. Through this "This is not a minor prank. It is late_ l1:1st semester. and continuing · University must· offer various de~ me and I actually Jived through it!" 
server, the virus spread around cam- quite serfous,'' she said . .Computer . irito this semes'ter, repeated network grees, employ faculty to teac~ the . The chapter praised the im-
pus. The campus network has more . hacking is a fifth degree felony in : cra~hes were caused bf technical · courses and have an active Board provements and additions during· 
than 15 servers, three of which run Ohio carrying maximum ·sentences difficu·1tles,but not hackers. : In of Trustees. the p;ist 10 years to faculty, stu-
Windows NT. .of 6-12 months in prison ancl fines_ those cases, network administrators . More importantly, Xavier mµst dents, curriculum, degrees, physi-
. According tQ Giles, student up to $2,500 per instance. . expected spine pro~leins as a result fulfill five criteria that consider the cal resources and so forth. 
records and Individual data files are "At first we wer.e trying :to keep · · of rietwork upgrades. University's purpose and mission. The North Central Assodation 
safe from the hacker. . it quiet becaus~ we thought we A history of problems made it .. Specifically, Xavier must have a is made up of faculty and adminis-
qiles said her department has could catch him. Now we think we difficult to recognize this problem · cfoar. and pubiiC!y stated· purpose trators from other schools in the 
alerted· authorities, but she declined . can catc;h hlm ;even if it's ·public," as J:iacker..-related. ·~It is very easy consistent with its mission and have division. The association accred-
to name the authorities or specif)1° slie said. ·· ·• · ·· ·· . . . . to biame ariy kind ofsystem prob- the necessa~y resources to accom- its schools in states such -as West 
whether they are federal or state law .About six in~nths ago someon~ lem on a hacker if you don't know plish that mission ... · · Virginia, Michigan, Indiana, Illi~ 
enforcement agendes. hac.ked ·into the university's.· web what'_s going on, butthen we found Xavier must demonstrate that it · nois, Kansas, Colorado and New 
Chi.efMichael Couch said cam- site and posted a substitute home direct evidence;" said Giles. is currently meeting those goals Mexico. 
.'"or.,.. , 
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. . In remembrance of ·,, 
MICHAEL· BATTERBERRY 
Story by KARA BENKEN 
. to find rurining; he. could take dif- c.ould rely on those.values, such'as 
ferent paths arid ~e outside.''.. th~ police acade~y. s~cre(set.vic.:e 
Michael had ·Signed. up to run or armedforces .. He w_a~ ko?wn for 
Cincinnati's first. marathon, the his personal integrity, .discipline, 
"Flying'.Pig:• marathon in May. .honesty and hard work 
"M.· .. ·h· '1 , , Jc ae 
gave every-
.~ 
AccordiT1g to his Franklin planner, An avid reader and self~educa­
he was a couple miles ahead of the .. tor,. Michael .. would· build his vo-
recommended pace for training for cabulary by .choo.sing a: new word 
a marathon. Running a marathon each day to learn and use. His 
was. an example of Michael's ·de- mother cited a family dinnertirne 
. termination to finish - he suffered story featuring Mich~el telling an 
thing he had 
from asthma as a child. elaborate story utilizing his exten-
''He was so stubborn as a kid, sive vocabulary. · Finally; his 
but my father explained to me that younger bro.th er· Kevin requested 
it wasn't an all~bad quality,.that it that Mfobael speak normally, so he 
could lead to determina.tion,'' said wouldn't have to bring a dictionary 
Mrs. Batterq,erry. ~'I guess he came to the dinner table. · 
by it honestly," she·adrriitted. - "He always asked a: million 
·for me. 
wish, and I 
think many 
Known fo~ his polished appear- questions; from the time he was a 
ance and extensive vocabulary, .little kid," said Mrs, Batterberry. 
Michael was often seen eith.er oon- According to his close friends, 
ning a black fedora (in memory of Michael tried to epitomize sophis-
. his grandfather), swinging an um- tication and class. However, one of 
' b~ella or smoking~ pipe around the things they respected most of us here 
campus: When his mother first be- about him was his ability .to "just .. 
gan questioning his choice of dress be one of the guys.'' 
code, l\'Iichaelresp'onded by telling . Rev. Bill Verbryke, S.J., de-
.her he ,didn't want to look like ev- scribed Michael. as on~ who lived 
eryone else. His sense of style was up to the Jesuit value of being 
so renowned, even the programs for . "people for others," but that, .in do-
wish, we 
the service were printed on 100 per- ing SO, he was Unable to be. a rnan . c. o. uld .hav. e 
cent cotton in honor of his choiee for himself. · 
of shirts, worn under a ~weater vest HeilTllich echoed Verbryke' s . 
during the winter. · statement when he said, .''Michael 
Accompanying his taste for suits gave everything he had for me. I 
. . · _ . · and iles was his taste in ;music - wish, and lthirik many Of us here 
D ESCRIBED AS A PERS_ON with great confidence and his roommates always knew when wish, we could have given a little sensitivity, the life of senior Michael Batterberry was he had been home because more to him.'' celebrated at his funeral last Tuesday evening at _ Michael's Frank Sinatra CDs were "Michael couldn't have· had a 
· · · in the stereo. Many friends de- better school to go' to. He was re-
Bellarmine. The chapel was filled to cap· acity with friends and 
scribed him as a 50-year-old in a ally glad to have gone to Xavier," 
family, including several fellow Xavier students and professors. 21-year-old's body. said Batterberry .. "He will be deeply 
Michael, 21, took his own life on April L Michael wa.s involved with a missed,'' she said. 
"Michael, I leave you in God's arms to be cherished, to be number of church and community His family agreed that Xavier's 
heal d d ,, · d R J h L R S J d · h volunteer organizations; including close~knit student~profossor rela-
e . an to grow, sat ev. 0 · n a ·. occa, · ., tirmg t e Big Brother/ Big Sister, Volunteer · tionships were veiydmportant to 
final commendation at the funeral. 
"[Your death] leaves ah empty 
space in my heart. There are things 
I wish I. could share with you and 
. conversatiOns left half finished," 4e 
said; 
LaRocca vocalized sentiments 
felt by many students and fa.ct.ilty 
after hearing of Miehael 's death. 
Michaei was a political science 
major and had recently been hired 
to work as assistant campaign man-
ager for Cincinnati councilman Phil 
Heimlich's next campaign, with 
whom he had previously iriterned~ 
·"Michael was a fine student of 
both the theory and practice of poli-
tics," ·said assistant' professor of 
political science Dr. John Ray; 
"More than this, he was a kind and 
··sensitive human· being who· only'' 
wanted tQ feel a sense of.acceptance 
. and belongi,!1g to the larger society,'' 
he said. · 
and the name stuck;" said senior 
Chris Germann, one of Michael's 
roommates .. 
While his natural athletic abil-
ity. was debated, his natural drive 
and determination to finish for the 
betterment of the team .was not. 
"He started running on his own 
in high school when he got bored 
with swimming," said, his mother, 
Julia BatterbC?rry. "He was so glad 
(:incinnati, Friends of the Public Michael. 
Library, Cincinnati Preservation "We've been touched to talk to 
· Society, English Speaking: Union an- of the people he knew and t9 . 
and Working in Neighborhoods. hear of the total .scope of all his in-· 
"He kept himself so busy and so terests," said Richard Batterberry, 
so involved,'' said Mrs. Batterberry. Michael's father .. "It's really been 
''It was no wonder he couldn't get a great tribute to him. He really was 
a library book back on time.'' a fascinating guy.'' · 
Michael was proud of his strong "Our. lives ·are .richer and fuller 
personal values and had expressed · and better because they have inter-
an :interest iri a career, where he sected with Michael's in. sonie 
way,'' said LaRocca. 
"I hope that-we will be able to 
learn something about ourselves 
from this terrible tragedy," said Ray; 
"What does it say about the 
Xavier community when one of our 
students does not feel that he .can 
live' openly and honestly amongus? 
"I ttiirik this questionheeds to 
be asked. ·We need to search our 
hearts, all of us, when we consider 
it ·It raises some questions we all · 
need to. ask about our acceptance 











"His death is a huge loss for all of 
us, and a thing very hard to accept," 
· said Ray. "I miss him terribly.;, 
iminityt said Ray. · d • h. 
·Memorials may be directed to the . secte. . Wl t 
Michael also ran cross country 
for Xavier for thr~e y_ears, and lived 
with members of the cross country. 
team, who dubbed· him the "Mis-
sile" his freshman year~ 
"Mike didn't have the 'best of 
form' when it came to running, and 
one day after a long run he was the 
last to come in. One of the seniors 
yelled, 'Here C<;!mes the misslle!' 
< -:Xavier University Cross Country team 
>·or to the St. Xavier .. H.S. Building 
• Fund, 600 Nort~bend Rd. 45224. 
Me.mbers of the campus community 
. ·.·. triafc,ontact theprofessional staff at the 
. .. . >Health~ and Counseling Center (745-
. · . . · . .. . . . PHOT.O COURTE.SY Of D.AVE D. ICKMl\N.- 3Q' "'2" · d. h . ·n h /, . / ,.. . . . ... · .: .· •· . ·. ·, .... ' ,·• ·_., · · "'· 1 :an t e i'syc o ogzca ..iervtces 
Michael, pictured here with cross country teammates. Frain Michael {top, Center (745_3531). 
· right) clockWise: Cameron Cox, Nick Boeing, Mark Bugner, Dave Dickman, Loraine Crouch also con'tr'ibuted to 
DaveMichitti, Randy Dublikar, Brandon Tonnis ~nd Chris Germann~· . this story. • · 
M . 'h ··1·' •. . 1c ae sin 
" s:om~ way. 
-Rev. Jo.hn LaRocca, S.J. 
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War in Jtju-rop.e·: NATO 
defends';;ti;r ·campaign · 
Pizza mOgul creates 
Catholic law school 
.,, . 
BY Ci. ROBERT HILLMAN other parts pf Yugoslavia, McCain · · tion," Sen. Cari Levin, D-Mich:, 
Knight-R(dder Newspapers said; it woiiici "take weeks, if not·· ~nd,Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H., an-
. WASHil~~UION-'7:NATO'.s top . mo:ritli~'' to gathel'.the forces.· , other. presia'ential contender, also 
military c9minander d,efended the ''We 'have. to 'begin riow·to be urged plari~i~g for ground troop~. 
' 19°daiolcl airwa:r against Yugcisla- ·,prepared, if necessary, to use' that . ' "Congress needs to be a part of 
via Sunday, vowing to press on un~ option,'; he said. · . this," he said on ABC's "This· 
ti! President Slobodan Milosevic . McCain, who ·has delayed the Week." · 
reaches his "threshold of pain''. and formal announcement of his JJresi- Congress returns Monday after 
changes course. · dential campaign becauseofthe. ·· a two-week spring recess, and 
"Is he going to decide after he's Kosovo crisis, and Rep. Jim Turner, Cohen said that new congressional 
. lostlO percent or 20 percent of his D~Crockett, ·were among nine resolutions "in support of carrying 
·forces ... or would he prefei: to lose members of Congre$s who were ·. out this campaign to its successful 
40 percent·or 50 percent?" asked briefed·atNATO. headquarters.la.s.t ···conclusion would be very benefi-
U;s: Army Gen. Wesley Clark, ·week,thenurged.PresidentClintori cial." 
NATO's supreme commander. . to co.nsider ground frdops. . .• . Congress returns Monday after 
DETROIT (College Press Ex-
change)-Former Domino's.Pizza 
owner Tom Monaghan said he'll 
spend $50 million of his profits to 
build a new law school designed to 
produce attorneys who will practice· 
· law from a Roman Catholic per-
spective. 
Monaghan, who recently sold 
the pizza operation for $1 billion, 
announced that the Ave Maria 
School of Law would open in the 
fall of 2000 in Ann Arbor, Mich . 
About 40 students will be enrolled. 
· One-time nominee for the U.S. Su-
preme Court, Robe,rt'Bork, has 
signed on as the new school's first 
professor. Bernard Dobranski, dean 
ofGatholic University's law school 
iri Washington and former dean of · 
D~troit's Mercy School of Law, has 
agreed to be Ave Maria's dean .. 
Ave Maria graduates will be 
trained in law and' what the Catho-
lic Church sees as moral truths. The 
school will instruct students on how 
to incorporate Catholic philosophy 
into legal decisions and will help 
students build legal platforms that 
are critical of abortion and eutha-
nasia. 
Ave Maria will join 24. other 
Catholic law schools in the coun-
try . 
. "This is going to continue as OthermemberssaidSundaythat a two week spring recess,a'nd 
long arid be as difficult for Presi- ·they, too, were ready to. wage .a Cohen suggested new cong(es-
dent 'Milosevic as he makes it." ground war in. Yugoslavia; jf nee- sional resohitions' "in "SUppo'rt of Woodstock will jam in Ju~y 
BY DAVID HINCKLEY Clark .defended the NATO 'essary, 'to push the Serbian troops carrying out this campaign to its 
airstrikes on the CBS prog~am· · fro111·Kosovo'so that the, tens of successful conclusion would be Knight-Ridder Newspap~rs 
"Face the Nation" and three other ·thousands ofothnjcAlbanians who very beneficial." . Bet on rain in Rome, N.Y., the 
Sunday morning,news shows· as .·have fled can return home. The president planned.to meet weekend of July 23-25 ~because 
both Republican andDemo·c~atic · '.'No option should.betaken off with congressional leaders at'the that's when Woodstock '99 will 
members of Congress· said they the table,'' said Sen. John Kerry, D- White House on Monday evening bring a quarter-million pe9ple to the 
wer~ becoming increasingly frus~ Mass., another Vietmim veteran.. and with other members on Tues- foriner Griffiss Air Fcirce Base to 
teated with the phased-in air cam- . ..''When you commit for.ce.s, as day. see artists from Aerosmith to Rusted 
paign. . . . .. . . we have, with an pbjective that Is His chiefof staff, John Podesta, Root; and ,Willie Nelson to 
"I don't believe by any ~easure • suffide* tOdothat~ you do.it with said on "Meet the Press" that Metallica. 
you ~~uld say, that we are winning," t
0
he intentitm, pf winning," he said Clinton still "does ~ot have.the in- About three dozen artists will 
asserted :Seri\ John McCain·, .'R: / on "Fox News Sunday.'~·· · · > · · , . tention to.use ground troops." . play on two stages in al.I-day shows 
Ari£.; a former'pfis·oner of warin. · . Sen.' Joseph :B'iaen, D~DeL, also Asked on "Meet' the Press" •Friday through Sunday, with jam 
Vietnam who.ha.s been harshly criti- . s~id NATO) ability to deploy .whether.Americans should expect sessions from 1 of 2, a.m. until 
cal of the Clinton l\dministration for ground troops should never have . , . "several more weeks, e~en•months, 'dawn. The site also will have an art 
ruling outthe'use oigrminci troops. · beeii limited .by C,linton and the of war," Gen:·Clark reiterated that .. village, film festival,food courts, 
Even if NATO decided ~ow to . other allied leaders. . ··. · · .. the campaign will go on as long as beer garderis, ecology displays, 
send ground troops into Kosovo or 'App~·a.:ing' on CNN's "Late Edi- it takes. · · video w~lls and other features. The · 
·· · : Student ACtivities C6uf1cil & Weekenders present..~ 
' '. · • . · . ,· .. :. -f: .'. . .• ·· ·:,I· . '. •. . . . " . · ~ · ... · . . . . : . ' ~.': 
:in·. 
comedYfest II··.···· 
·Fri., ApriJ,1.f:?:at·9 p~m .. 
· in the cafe , 
. $3, admission 
·• n ',_' 
· .... 
event will be filmed and taped, wit.h 
.pay-per-view likely. · . 
Tickets for package trips go on 
sale April 18, and iildividual 'tick-
ets go on sale April 25. Three~day 
admiSsion plus camP.ing is $150, 
plus a $5 parking fee .. 
Other scheduled artists include: · 
Bush, Chemical Brothers, George 
Clinton, Collective Soul, Counting 
Crows, Creed, DMX, Evei'last, 
Fatboy Slim, Foo Fighters, Guster, 
Ice Cube.Jewel, Korn~ LimpBizkit, 
. Live, Los Lo!Jos:. moe., Alanis 
Morissette, Rage Against the Ma-
chine, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Sugar 
Ray, Brian Setzer, Offspring· and 
Tragically Hip. 
.·· .,, ·~ . 
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STAFF EDITORIAL-
-Human nature 
I t's interesting what disaster c~n do to people. It can bring out the most helpful, 
. compassionate feelings in 
mankind, and it can also feed 
the sick impulses of humanity as 
well. 
Not long after disaster in the 
form of a funnel cloud struck 
the area north of Cincinnati, 
people began to mobilize in the · 
effort to begin to pick tip the 
pieces left behind. 
Operation Cincinnati Cares 
was formed to assist tornado 
victims, and it has already raised 
over $78,000 and truckloads of 
clothing and supplies, thanks to 
donations from contributors like 
Kenwood Towne Centre, . 
WLWT, the American Red Cross 
and St Vincent DePaul, to name 
a few. 
In addition, scores of 
Cincinnati ans turned out to help · 
victims. The American Red 
Cross actually had to turn away 
some of the\iolunteers, because, 
according to the Cincinnati 
Enquirer, "there wasn'tenough 
work to do." . 
This display of selfless. 
compassiori is reassur_ingin an. 
age when it seems that the Good 
Samaritan is a thing of the past 
and the value of life is decreas-
ing. 
Still, this'tragedy·ha,s also 
brought out _the greedy and the 
ignorant. Local news st.ations 
· have ·cautioned homeowners 
with severe damage to beware of 
people posing as building 
contradors . 
. Also, like slack-jawed yokels, 
s01ne sick people have gone as 
far as to stop their cars on I-71 
and cramp the flow of traffic in 
order to stare at the devastation 
of their neighbors' l:iomes and 
. property. These people are not 
there to help or to offer assis-
tance or comfort; they just want · 
to watch. 
People are dead, homes are 
.· destroyed,· lives h·ave peen 
shattered, and some treat it like a 
new and exciting form of 
entertainment. 
Infuriatingly, in a disgusting. 
combination of avarice and 
insensitivity, rumors are 
. circulating that some groups are 
selling tickets for helicopter 
·rides over the damaged areas· so· . 
that people can view the 
devastation. Whether this is ' 
true or not, the message. is clear·· 
~ some people have no respect 
for their fellow humans:· · 
Regardless of the actions of 
the he~rtless few, the efforts of 
v_olunteers and relief worker~ are 
greatly' appreciated and vah.~able 
beyond words·. A d~bfOf · -'.··'~" 
gr_atitude i_s owed ·to ail th~se 
who put their own lives. on hold 
to help those struck by this .· 
spring's first major storm. 
. These peo(1le teach us that there · · 
is hope for humanity after all. 
-J.E.M. 
·for: The Newswire staff · 
>-Opinions Desk: 745-3122 .·>-E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu 
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher 
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Xavier studel1ts p6Iitically apathetic 
. ', . ' - . ' . 
BY CAROLINE PURTELL 
Opinions & Editorials Writer_ Wte are the emerging le~ders of America 
and it will be our de'cisions that direct the · 
course ofhistory::fonthe next generation .. 
.. A:;;k a group of Xavier stµdents 
what they think about alcohol be- . 
ing barred from. the spring ·ciam;e · 
_and you geftwo solld weeks -of 
emotionally charged debate. 
Ask tbiit same g~oup toforinu- .tive ~t,~n_d ~n .~ocial and political Political and social awareness 
late an opinion onKoso.voand you issues. begins with and il)creases through 
· will get a: few b.lank stares fol.lowed · · ·Right or wrong, good or bad, we discus_sion and debate. As part of 
; ·by thequ_estf~m; "Where.is Kosovo;' should at least have. so'ine' kind.of o ·Life Week; a number.of. students 
anyway?" · .· · · ' educated opinion~ and faculty 11tet to discus's· social 
Theturnout forcthe last Student ·. We are not just college students issues likeabortiori, euthanasia and 
Government Association election . minding our own business, seeking . capital punishment. 
seems indicative of the growing a degree, worrying about loan The panelists researched their 
apathy toward political issues money and· studying for next positions to present well~informed 
among Xavier students. week's test. · · · · ·· opinions to the audience, whiCh 
With less than 30 percent voter We are the.~merging leaders of ·sparked an open dialogue between 
turnout, we have shown that main- America and it will be our decisions . different views. These activities are 
taining our lack of opiriicin far out~ ' that direct-the· course" of history for definitely steps in the righf dire~­
weighs the risk ofrelinquishing our the next generation:° H()W c:an we . ti on. 
. democratic rights. claim immunity 'from.political To test your le~el of awarenes~. 
l'.m_sure if school administrators awareness when troops our a~e are ask. y()urself these three simple. 
decided to determine alcohol policy being sent overseas to.intervene in questions, .Who is the US. Speaker · 
by popular vote;·voter percentages a violent civil war?_.·. . . of the House?·Who are the two par- ·. 
would be much higher. I think this apathy" steins from . ties involved. in the long-standing· 
This growing politicalindi:ffer- the fact we areuninforinec:L I've · civil war within Yugrn~lavia? What 
ence is dangerous because it leaves . heard over and over that there is not . precedent is NATO challenging 
us. ill-equipped· to make active de~ enough time to keep up with politi-·, with the Kosov.o air strikes? 
cisions concerning our country and cal and social events due to increas- If you kriow the answer to al I 
our world. We may feel protected ing homework a~signments. So we these questions, then you a~e on the 
within tl:ie microcosm of the Xavier don't have a lot of time for televi- . road to global a_wareness. If you 
community, but we have a respon- sion, but how many of us_ were don't- know the ~nswers, then it's 
sibility. to .learn the most we. can glued fo the set during March Mad- ·time to educate yourself now for a 
about our society an.d take an ac~ ness? . ."solid future later. 
--MINI 
Watch where.you walk so.:yo-µ don't hitmy ~ar 
' BY LORAINE CROUCH lri case you guys haven·~·(·~d~ : :. Here'sa little tip. !Cs a lot faster 
News Features Editor · · · ticed, people are pulling In: and out . to getto'class for all ofus when stu-
Despite years of admonitions of the circle all the time., Not to dents take the"long way around~" 
from our parents not to play in traf-. · mention, traffic coming fro in Her-•· Runriirig·into my oncoming car will 
fie, it seems the majority of the aid Avenue does nofhave to stop,· .. only detaiirns both tinnecessari!Y, 
Xavier student body has forgotten at least not for a stop sign. · · · '· b_on ;t. get. me wrong. J: know 
this little nugget of parental wis- It has become necessary to stop, what it's like to be a pedestfian, a~d 
doin. however, to avoid running into the !know you guys have the right 6f 
Ever since a stop sign was.in_;·· her~ qf st~d~~ts wh9;'t~ink ~ross~ ~way'. But,' it would help if you 
.stalled at'tile end of ~edgeWoC>a;· ing through the circle, :rather than · ·would- stick io crosswalks' when 
Avenue, students meander into on-; . staying ori the brick walkway, will . heading. to the oth~r side of the 
coming traffic in and arolirid_the . savethe'm sci'.rm~thtimeon the:way street : . . . 
circle in front of Bellarmine .. • . ·. .. . to and from Class:· ·~< . .' . ' , •• . . ; -. .Watch where you 're going! 
,/ ····· .. 
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.WHO would,you like.to speak afyour graduation? 
, .. ,·. ,,. ' . . • ' ' '. 'l 
"Maya Angelou 




(from 'The. U,sual ·• 
. Suspects')." 
"Alice Walker. She 
is symbolic of 
spiritual arid 
female po~er." .. 
"Inspector Gadget. 
He's my hero." 
"The R.ock (from 
WWF)." 
"Dan Quayle. 
He's my idol." 
"Hillary Clinton 
.. because she's su.ch 
·a' strong person, 
-especially in the · 
crisis with Bill." 
















L E. T T E R S T 0 .T H E · E D I T 0 R - · 
.Praytell, whoSe.trutlitaught? 
0 ' 0 H ' ' - • 0 • • • 0 
I n' his article, "No danger in teaching the truth" (Newswire, 
March 10), Sean Burns clairris that 
the U,S. bishops' proposals for 
Catholic universities "help the 
university ieadi the truth." Pray · 
tell, whose truth?· · · · 
The overweening intellectual 
arrogance of the Vatican in in-
stances such' as this is precisely 
why l'am no lo!lger a Catholic: So 
.So much truth isfound in· every religion 
t~at no onefaith can profess .a monopoly 
on .trut~ .. Irefase particularly to believe 
that a bunch of celibate ~lcf men po~sess 
su.ch a monopoly.. 
quantifiable as this mathematiCal . 
example cited by Bums; and some 
of the best teachers and wisest hu-
man beings at this university 
would have been fired long ago if 
not for academic freedom. 
. much. truth is fo!Jnd in every reli-
gion that no one faith can profess 
a monopoly on truth. I refuse par~ 
ticularly to believe that a bunch 
of celibate.old men possess such 
a monopoly. ' 
Burns alsofondamentally mis-
understands the concept of aca- · 
. demic freedom: n is' not to ".teach 
the truth," but to teach what one 
believes to. be' the truth, even if it 
differs from everyone else's un-
derstanding of the truth.. My Jesuit ~ducatlon has been; 
. "Teaching the truth"is a yery · . to paraphras'e a p~pu1arsong, "the 
inaccurate way of expressing one.. best platform from whic.h to jump. 
of the corollary responsibilities of beyond myself," and to ensure that 
.·academic freedom;. namely, that comirig' generations can benefit 
. To argue that only the Catholic 
Church bears the truth denies the 
value ~fall other cultur~s and reli-
gious traditions. This is simply in-
tolerable in a university, which, by 
its nature, must encourage schol~ 
the interpretation presented must from it as.I ha:ve,.·the bishops' . 
be supported by fimi scholarship. · guidelines should· not be imple- · 
, arship and learning in every field 
of hum.an experience. It must also 
foster critical thinking _:_· impos~ 
sible if .only one "truth" is uni-
formly presented as such: 
This. is why the math depart- · mented. 
ment cannot teach that two and 
"two are fiv~- scholarship does 
not validate such a conclusion. 
Theology is' unfortunately not as . 
-Gia Hayes 
Senior· 
University should engage issue-s 
The debate surrounding the statue "Dance of Tears" has 
not only brought the issue of abor~ 
tion to the forefront; but has raised. 
questions about Xavier's mission 
and identity. . · · ' 
I see the statue as a subtle, non- . 
intrusive reminder of what it 
means to be a Jesuit, Catholic in-
. . . 
faith which is not silent when 
th~re is a need to speak out. 
In. a recent editorial in The 
Newswire, John Whitaker stated 
that the statue served to "indoc-
trinat~" and thathwas an example 
of Catholicism being· shoved in., 
the face of students. I fail to see 
how such a statue indoctrinates 
stitution - to. take into account anyone. . 
the underlying phi~9~ophi<:al and ; Should we remove~the statue ' 
theologiCal itnplications ,of issues, of St. .Francis Xavier ':from cam-
to foster. creative and intelligent pus for fear of indoctrinating stu-
eng~g~~ent., with qu~sdolls ~f. derits?: Or p~rhap~ w~ should re~· 
.pea~e a:ndju~ti<::e, and to perceive move all the crucifixes 'from'c::Jass-
a :sense of the whole· person - rooms sincJ:. they reihind. us ~f 
body, mind and spirit d.eath, the death of a mail.who died 
· If the university is called to· on behalf of all. 
promote this type of discussion · ·. If we followed thi; line. Of 
and awareness, would it then be thibking,\ve would be left ·:-Vith a· 
unusual to· see such a statue. on bland,faithless institution with'no 
campus? No; this is; at the very heritage::'nb purpose and:·~o be-
heart 6f. what it means· to be a lief's. ~ ·· · 
Catholic college; · · There w'ould exist· no "alien-: 
Many secular institutions ation" of students nor any sup~ 
would not dare erect such a statue, : posed. "indoctrination," but how 
,but Xavier is set apart from these . wcml~ the 'university profit? . 
:colleges and .universities;· Xavier. . . . I would' notwant to attend such 
·is meant to be an ;jnstitution· a· university which falls.silent in 
grounded iri the Roman .Catholic the 'face of corifrciversy. Indeed, 
faith, not a militant' faith• which the creation ofthis type of school 
forces its views on others; but a would be contrary to our very · 
. FILE PHOTO 
St. Xavier ... too controversial?: 
missi~n - to educate :within the 
framework of the J udeo-Christlari 
·heritage. . . 
Those students who are unable 
•to respect our faith, our traditions 
. and our beiiefs should have bet-
ter researched. the 'mission of 
Xavier Universitf and, conse-






We get wac~y letters 
BY MARK MCDONALD 
Opinions and Editorials Editor 
Over the course,' of the school 
year, The Newswire receives an 
amazing volume of mail. Though 
there never seem to be enough let-
ters to the editor froin students, over 
the months we have' received ari ar-
ray of bizarre unsolicited letters. 
This week, I thought I'd share some 
of the rants we receive from the 
fringes of American society. 
There's nothing quite like the ex-· 
citei:nent of opening your.mailbox to 
find letters stamped with· "Inmate 
mail," Inmate mail sends our copy 
edi~ors into ~naphylactic shock, so 
we ~on 't keep big piies ·of it. lying 
·around the office. Generally, the let-
ters encourage students, and espe~ 
cially female. students, to become 
inmate pen pals. 
Whoa, fun, pen pals! Female stu-
dents willing to .share a lot of per-
sonal information are in high de-
mand. Learn about life on the in-
side, maybe get a lead ~m a felony 
opportunity and describe your Jin-. 
gerie in detail. · 
If inmates make you uncomfort-
able, there's plenty of mail from 
more respectable citizens, like the 
fine Amerieans in the Council of 
Conservative Citizens. You may re-
member some of my favorite mem- · 
hers of Congress alternately defend~ 
ing, then distancing .themselves 
from, the CCC. 
It's a sad commentary on politi- · 
cal correctness that people· feel 
ashamed of an organization th.at touts 
itself as the nation's leading-defender 
of the Confederate flag. .For some 
reason,the CCC has been called rac-
ist. Maybe it has somethfog to do 
with their belief that black residents 
turn neighborhoods into ghettos. 
Not all of these mailings come 
from. distant. places. Consider the 
· regular mailings from the Cincinnati 
Commodore Computer Club .. The 
CCCC (not to be confused with the 
CCC) has Icing sought free public" 
ity, so here it is ... The third.Sunday 
of every month, you too can marvel 
at the sophistication of a Commo-
dore 64, enjoy demonstrations of C-
64 software and learn how to keep 
that baby running right into the new 
millennium (thafs 2001) ... You're. 
sure to be i~ fine ~bmpany at the 
Norwood Bingo Hall; 
If L had taken more interest in 
mailings from Westminster Evange-
Iistic Ministries, you might be.read-
ing a Bi~Iical reflection entitled 
"The Word for the week" in this 
space. Now, I don't want to make 
fun of people earnestly committed 
to spreading the good news, but I al-.. 
ways take is.sue with people who 
believe God manipulates weather 
patterns to reward or punish people. 
If God targets weather phenom-
enon, it raises uncomfortable ques-
tions about. natural disasters ·like 
floods, droughts, hurricanes and yes, 
tornadoes. I'm feeling a little guilty 
for'impeding the good work of.Dr. 
Denny and his congregation, and 
since you'll never see "The.Word" 
in The Newswire, feel free to caII 
800-777-0389 to listen to the "Mini~ 
m'essage of the week." 
I'm sure you remember the flurry 
of Newswire letters concerning al-
cohol. Actually, they never went 
away. But there were several letters 
that never made the cut because of 
their peculiar logic and conspirato-
rial fears. We would never print let-
ters revealing the secret designs of 
the forrrier Calendar Girl to inspire 
unbridfed alcohol abuse and sexual 
debauchery. 
Occasionally, someone on cam-
pus has a problem with another per- ' 
son and they write cryptic, unsigned 
letters to the editor that ramble on 
about· "that incident" without ever 
telling us exactly what it is. It's re-
ally just a collection of grammati-
cal no-nos and misspellings unless 
you know who or what the letter is 
about. Just a reminder: Letters must 
. include name and phone number .. 
We get more than wacky letters, 
,of course. We also get wacky phone 
calls. Why, just the other day the 
news department got a voiCe mail to 
inform us that a "sexual scandal is 
brewing at Xavier." Just a little FYI. 
Once there was an emotional voice 
mail message accusing our assistant 
sports editor of plagiarizing a story 
from the USA Today website, when 
both pieces were actually authored 
by our own Mtitt Madges. . 
· Hum, I think this rant fan out of 
funny a long time ago. That's be-
cati.se I'm not supposed to be writ-
ing rants. You are. Don't worry 
about us mocking your letters and 
passing th~m around ·the room, 
scoffing at misspellings, banal 
phrases and. asinine assertions. It's 
all fun and.games. · 
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Westto join x~men 
The Xavier men's basketball. 
tearn added some much needed' 
size to its roster on Monday wi.th 
the signing of 6-8 forward Dav.id 
West. West averaged 17.4 points 
and.a teain-high 8.9 rebounds this 
. past season for Hargrave Military 
Academy, a prep school in 
Chatham, Va., while leading the 
team to a 27-3 o.verall record. 
West made his official visit to 
Xavier on Feb. 13-14, which in-
cluded· him witnessing the Mus-
keteers.' 62-60 victory over 
Temple. · 
"We are really excited to have 
David join om~ program," said 
·coach Skip Prosser. "We feel that 
David's size and athleticism will 
allow him to contribute right away 
to our basketball team." 
West is the third player ranked 
on many "Top I 00" recruiting lists 
to sign a national Jette~ of intent 
to play for XU next season, The 
other two members of the Mus- · 
kete_ers' recruiting class .are David 
Young, a 6-5 shooting guard from 
New Castle High School in Penn-
sylvania and Lionel Chalmers, a 
6-0 point guard from Albany High 
School in New York. Both Young 
and Chalmers signed last Novem-
ber. 
Xavier has one scholarshipre-
maining for next season and will 
most likely use it for.another post 
player. 
Beck, Greening 
lead Lady Muskies 
The Xavier women's golf team 
has been led an season l:>Y sopho-
mores. Melissa Beck and Paula 
Greening and the trend continued 
in the team's last two matches. 
In the Illini Spring Classic on 
April 2-3, Beck posted a 159 to 
fjnish.in sixth place overall, eight 
strokes behind the individual 
champion. Beck led Xavier to a 
' solid eighth place showing in the 
14-team field. · 
Greening was three shots ~e­
hind Beck with.a 162, which put 
her. in a four-way t.ie for 11th 
place. 
. Other Lady Musketeer finish-
ers incl.uded freshman Julie 
Italiano (162) in 4lst place, jun-
ior Krista Wellman (181) in a tie 
for 48th place and sophomore 
Sus.an Lane (187) in 57th place. 
· The women followed up this 
performance in Illinois with a 10th 
place showing at the Nittany Lion 
Women's Invitational in 
Statecollege, Pa. on April I 0-11. 
Leading the way for the Lady 
Musketeers was Greening, who 
shot a three-round total of235 and 
finished in a tie for seventh place. 
Seven strokes behind Greening 
was Beck, who shot a 242 and fin-
ished in 15th place. 
The women have this week off 
from competition, but will return 
to action· next week .when they 
travel to Columbus for the Lady 
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Dixon.A-10 champ again 
. . . . '. ·. . 
Men's golf falls short in def e.nding title, finish second 
.. BY JOE ANGOLIA 
. Sports Writer . 
Ttie·pressure that·goes with be~ 
ing the defending champion is one 
of the greatest in sports. All other 
competitors are gunning for the 
defending champions and, for this 
reason, there is little room for er-
ror. 
Although the difficulty and chal-
lenge is great in defending a cham-
pionship, the reward and exhilara-
tion that comes with being a back-
to-back champion are·.unmatched. 
The Xavier men's golf team expe-
rienced both sides of this emotional 
coin last weekend at the Atlantic 10 
Men~s Golf Championship at the 
Southpoinfo Golf Club in 
Canonsburg, Pa. 
The Musketeers ente1"ed the A- · 
10 Championship with two titles 
to defend. The team was looking to 
. repeat as . tournainent champions, 
w_hile senior Steve Di~on was hop-
ing to win the medalist honors for 
the second consecutive year. 
·However, after a weekend . 
loaded with tough competition and 
strange weather conditions, only 
one of the goals would be accom-
plished. 
FIRST ROUND 
. The opening round of ttie tour-
nament was plagued by four rain 
delays, but a fow drops of rain 
weren't enough to stop Dixon. The. · 
defending individual champfon 
posted a 3-under-par' ·69 to piace 
himself in a tie with R.hcide Island's 
Mike Sims for.the lead after the first 
round. 
Rhode Island entered the club-
hou'se as 'the leader 'after the first' 
round with a team score of 5-over- . 
par. The.Rams' lead was a result of 
great, balanced.team play, includ-
ing str~ng sho\Vings from Sims,' 
Josh Hillman (E) and Joey Pohle· 
(+2). . 
The Xavier men were in third 
place after the first'rourid of com~ 
petition, five strokes off the pace at 
10-over~par. George Washington 
finished ,the first day in second 
place, having shot 6-over~par as a 
team. 
As play ended on the first day, 
10 players found themselves within. 
' . .. .PHOTO COURTESY OF. SPORTS INFORMATION 
Senior Steve o1xonwas the: niedalist of the Atlantic 1 o Golf 
Championship' for the second consecutive year.· ·· · 
five strokes of the leaders: Behind · by firing a .round-best eight-over-
Dixon for the x~i'rien was sopho~ . par. . - • . .. 
. . ' . 
FINALROU~D 
The four Musketeers had high 
expectations heading into Sunday's 
i' ·final n;mnd. However;the fairways, 
rough and greeris proved a little too 
·· · tough for the X-men as a team. 
Dixon and juI1ior T.J. Wilson 
. posted 5-over-par 77s on the final 
day to lead Xavier. For Wilson, the 
score marked a tournament best, 
and put him at 18"over-par.for the · 
tournament: . 
Marr and sophqmore Tiin 
I)onovan both posted tournament 
worsts on the final day. Donovan 
shot an 82, while Marr fired an 81. 
Both golfers finished the tourna-
ment at 17-over-par. 
Dixon's 5-over-par 77 put his 
title in jeopardy, by knocking him 
back to one-under-par for the tour-
name~t. However, Wagner, Blocher 
and Sims were all unable to capi-
talize. Dixon's first place finish 
marked just the fourth time in A-
IOhistory that an individual was the 
medalist for back~fo-back seasons. 
Wagner shot a 4-over~par 76 on 
the final day, while Blocher fired a 
75. Both players finished at 2-over-
par, .which was good enough for. 
second place. Sims finished the 
third round with a 76 to move him 
to 3-over-par for the tournament 
and in sole possession of third 
place. 
· 'Though. the Musketeers were 
unable to pull off a C()meback in the 
final round, they did ~anage to fin-· 
ish in second place. Xavier finished 
at 43~over-par for the three roi.i'nds 
and ended up l3 shots<behind 
Rhode Island. ~ore Jeff Marr; who fired an open- Dixon also found things to be 
ing rourid, 3~over-pat 75. · very similar on the second day of · 
. A~lOAWARDS 
SECOND ROUND 
Fortunately for the Mus.keteers •. 
the second day provided much of 
the same. The team shot IO-over~ 
par for the day once again and man- . 
aged t() gain a stroke on Rhode Is-
fand while moving· into second 
place, one stroke ahead of George 
Washington. · 
~eing just four strokes behind 
the Rams, ·Xavier appeared poised 
to inake a move in the final round 
and repeatas c~ampions. . 
'Virginia Tech made.the biggest 
move ilnhe standings after daf tv;o. 
play. After firing another 3-under-
p~r 69, Dixon foun9 himself in sole 
pas.session of first place. · 
At 6-under, Dixon was siuing 
pretty with ~· four-stroke cushfon 
over Virginia Tech 's John.son 
.Wagner, who also shot a 69 on the. 
.second-day. · . • · · · 
·Rhode Island's Sims fell back 
into a tie for third place with st: 
Bonaventure's Chris Blocher: at I-
· under-par. · Sophomore Tim 
Donovan came up big for Xavier 
in the second round with a 2-over~ 
par 74, which pl.it hitil at 7-over-par 
· after two rounds. · · 
The top six finishers in the indi~ 
victual portion of the A-IO Cham~ 
pionship were named to the All-
Conference Team. Dixon, as indi- · 
. victual champion was at the top of 
the list which included Blocher, 
Wagner; Sims, Hillman' and 
Temple's Garrien Poirier. 
Wagner also earned the A-10 
Most Outstanding Rookie Award, 
while Rhode Island's Tom Drennan 
was named the conference Coach 
of the Year for leading the Rams to 
theA-10 Championship.· .. 
On Tap····•> x. GA·M.E :·of·. the .WEE·K .. BASE,BAllVS. CINCINNATI I! ii ! II I:~ m1irril 1ui1ia1mm • . . . 
· Wednesday, April ·14 
•Baseball vs. Cincinnati 
(doubleheader) at 2 p.m. 
•Women's tennis vs. 
Dayton at 3:30 p.m. 
Thursday, April 15 
•Men's tennis.at Wright State 
at3:30 p.m. . ·. 
. Saturday, Apiil 17 , 
··Baseball vs. Virginia Tech 
(doublehea.der) at noon. . 
Sunday, April 18 
•Baseball vs. Virginia Tech 
at noon., · 
•Men's tennis:atMiami at· 
noon. · ..•. · 
. · .. 
Tuesday, April·io 
•Baseball at Eastern Kentucky 
at 3 p.m. · · - . · 
•Men's tennis vs. Dayton·at 
3:30p.m. · ·.. ·. · · · 
•Women's tennis at Wright 
. State at 3:30 p.ni. .. · 
Home games are in bold 
Home baseball games are 
. · he/cl at Hayden F~eld. 
Home tennis matches are held · 
at SawyerPoint 
· 2 p.ni doubleheader today.· · 
· . at Hayden Field · 
How many times after watch-
ing a great Crosstown Shootout 
'game have you wished that you 
could see another one right 
away? If it weren't for all those 
game-time cheese coneys forc-
ing, you to spe_nd large amounts 
of post-game time in the bath-
room, you know you would sit 
through another one; Well, now 
you can! Xavier .will be pum-
mt;ling the kitty cats withlarge 
aluminum bats this afternoon for 
. . ...... ALE PHOTO two full games. That's 14 in-
.. Senior Bill Fish nings of baseball aetion! 
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Baseball still looking to find stride 
,. . . ' . ' 
BY MATT BARBER · junior left fielder Matt Watson, 
•Sports Editor . freshmanoutfielde:r Jay Denit and 
, On March 23; the Xavier, basew senior catche(tvlark Madrovsky all 
ball teamwas 8-9,.h.adjust won two ·homered to.l~dXUtci'victory. · 
straight and looked ready to go over Gam,e one against UMass was a 
the .soo mark for: ·the first timet~is classic. pitchers' dtietbetween Witte . 
year since the season openingyic- · and seniOr :Bin Cook from· Massa~ 
· tory against Austin Peay on Feb. 20. · · chusetts that XU dropped; 2~0. 
Instead, some pitching mistakes a~ci':. · ·. The~seconci.game saw the Mus-
defensive errors, as wen as incon- keteers get just three runs across the 
sistent hitting, have led to a 6-11 plateto support freshman pitcher 
stretch which included eight losses Greg Wiggers, who took the Joss. 
of two runs or less. Sophomore right:.:hander Jeff 
ATLANTIC 10 GAMES 
In Atlantic 10 play, XU had a -
strong start, 'sweeping th~ confer- . 
ence-opening, three-game series 
Barger could not get out of the third 
inning ingame three, allowing six: 
runs: in two innings of work, as 
Xavier fell, 7-3: 
against Rhode Island on April 3 and . AKRON 1.NVITATIONAL 
Butler and Central Michigan, be-
fore losing two. heartbre.akers to 
Akron, 1-0, and Cleveland State, 2..-
.1. Against Akron, junior left)' 
James Siefker pitched a very strong 
game in the loss, allowing just on.e 
run on three hits in six innings; 
striking out one and not allowing 
any walks. 
Agairist ·Cleveland State, Witte 
pitched a complete seven-inning 
game allowing just one earned ru,n 
on three.hits while striking out four. 
A hit batsman with the bases loaded 
in the first inning accounted for 
CSU's only earned run, and an er-
ror by sophomore shortstop Jeff 
Crandell in the fifth led tb the Vi-
kings' only other run. 
4, but then dropped three straight Xavier also took part in the Ak-
to Massachusetts this past weekend ron Ihvitational from March 25-28. NON-CONFERENCE GAMES 
to fa!Lto 3-3 and into fourth place The Musketeers dropped the opener After an off day on April 29, 
in the A-lOWest Division, Senior to DetroitMetcy,J0-8, in seven Xavier hosted Miami, and Barger 
rightyLou Witte was named Pitcher innings· when UDM, down 8-4; was roughed~up for six runs on 10 
. of the Wee.k by the A~ 10 on April 5 ·scored six runs in the bottom of the hits in 4.2 innings before the game 
forhisplayagainstURI. sixthinning,arttlXUwasunableto ended, 14-4,:in favor of the 
· Xavier.(14-20) got a great out-. ·answer in.tlie seven!h, · · RedHawks. The Universtiy ofKen-
ing from Witte in the first game This h11ppened one day after tucky_ visited XU's Hayden Field 
against URI. He pitched the com~ sophomore Matt Raih and closer, the next day, a~d the teams had 13 
plete game and struck out nine bat- senior Mike Scuglik, allowed four hits each, with the Wildcats weath-
ters .. A grand slam_ by senior· right rnns iri the bottom of the ninth ering a ninth-inning rally by the 
fielder Bill Fish in the bottom of the . againstMia.mi afterXavier entered Musketeers that fell a run short, 
seventh.inning in game two pu.shed the.inning tip; 7-4.. . winning the contest, 8-7. 
Xavier ahe!ld to win the game. In The Musketeers bounced back, The next non-conference game 
the third game against the Ram,s, taking the next two games against was a 7-3 victory at Butleron April 
6. Barger went the distance in the Junior leftfielder Matt Watson, last year's leading hitter, leads the 
. nine-inningcontests, allowing just Musketee.rs in homeruns (5) and doubles (13): · 
four hits and four walks while strik-
ing out 10 Bulldogs. He did n·ot and a wild pitch as the wheels came RBI and his 13th doubie of the year . 
. allow an earned run. Four Muske- off for the Musketeers. Earlier in · - The Musketeers will have their 
teers had· two 'hits each, including ... the game, Scuglik blasted~ two-run hands full this week with a double~ 
Watson, who went 2-3 with two homer to tie the game at three runs. header against UC today at Hayden 
. ·walks and a double; XU dropped another two-run Field, and a three~game ser_ies this 
Eastern Kentucky visited XU on contest to Bowling Green yester- weekend against A-10 leading Vir-
'April 7~ and Scuglik was in to pitch· day, 5-3, at BGSU. Siefker pit¢hed . ginia Tech. Xavier will ne.ed to take 
the top of the tenth with the score six innings, allowing four runs, at least two games from the Hokies 
tied, 3-3~ when·EKU.exploded for three earned, on seven hits to take -to•get back in the conference title 
.five runs on four hits, three errors the los~. Watson went 2-'5 with two hunt. · 
·-. 
Xavier BCtsebaH Boxscores March 24-April 13 
Miami 8, Xavier 7 
March 24 at Miami 
R H E 
Xavier .7. 7 1 
Miami a 11 2 
Win-Thewes 
Loss-Scuglik 
xu..:..watson 2-3, 2 RBI, 2 R, 
2 BB,.SB 
Detroit 10, ·Xavier 8 
.. March 25 atAkron 
R H E -
Xavier 8 10. 1 
Detroit 10 12 2 
Win..:..White 
loss-Cutter .. .. 
XU-Hampson 1-3, 2B, 5 RBI 
' Scuglik 3-3, 2 R · 
Xavier 5, Butler 3 
March 26 at Akron. 
R H E · 
Butler 3 8 ·1 
Xavier 5 5 O 
Win-Wiggers 
Loss-Hoane 
XU-Watson 2~3, 2B, 3B, 
3 RBI, R 
·Xavier 4, C. Michigan 3 




4 8 2 




. XU-Van Orden 2"3, 2B, HR 
Akron 1, Xavier o 
March.27 .at Akron 
. , )~ .· H E 
Xavier o . 1 1 
Akron l 3 ·1 
Win-Wozniak 
Loss-Siefker., 
xu.:...siefker 6 IP, 1 K, o BB 
Fish 1-21 HBP 
Cleve •. St. 2, Xavier 1 
March 28 at Akron 
R H E 
CSU· 2 3 1 




XU-Witte 7 IP, 4 K, 1 ER 
Miami 14, Xavier 4 
· · March 30 at Xavier 
. R H E 
··Miami 14 17 1 
. ··xavier 4 9 4 
·· Win-Floersch 
Loss..:..Barger 
XU:-Law i:-3, 2B, 2 RBI, BB 
Swisher 2-4, 2B, RBI; BB 
Kentucky. 8; ·xavier 1· 
March 31 at Xavier, 
RH ·E ... 
· Kentucky 8. 13. 1 
Xavier 7 13 1 
Win..:..chaney .. 
Loss-Wiggers . .. . . . ... 
XU-Scuglik 2-5;2'2B, 4:RBI. 
Swisher 4~5; ·3 R 
Xavier 5, ·Rhode 1~ 3 
April 3 at Xavier . 
R H E 
·.URI 3 7 3 
Xavier 5 90 
Win-Witte 
Loss-Carroll 
xu-Fish 2-3, HR, RBI, R 
Swisher 2-4, 2B, 2 RBI 
Xavier 7, Rhode I. :5 
April 3 at Xavier 
R .H E . 
URI 5 6 0 
Xavier · . 7 11 1 
Win-Cutter 
Lciss....:scumn· ; , · 
XU-Fishl-3, HR, 4 RBl,R 
Kirkby 3-4, 28, 2 R 
Xavier 13, Rhode I. 7 
·April 4 at Xavier 
. R H. E· .. 
URi 7 9 0 
Xavier 13 20 4. 
Win-Wiggers 
Loss-Martone 
XU-Kirkby 4-5, 2 RBI, 3 R . 
. · Modrovsky 2-4, HR, 4 ~BL 
Xavier 7, Butler 3 
April .6 at Butler , 
R H .E. 
·Xavier 7 9 .2 
Butler 3 4 4 
··Win-Barger · 
Loss-Parton 
XU-Fish 2-4, RBI, R, SB. 
Watson 2-3, 2B; 2 R, 2 BB 
E. Kentucky 8; Xavier 3 
· . J\pril 7 at Xavier 
R H E 
EKU 8 11 0 
Xavier 3 7 · 3 
Win~Martini . 
Loss-Scl.iglik . ... . 
XU-Fish 2-4, 2B, RBI~ R . 
Scuglik 1-4,. HR, 2 RBI 
UMass 2, Xavier o 
April 10 at UMass . 
R H E 
Xavier O 2 1 
UMass 2 7 o 
VI/in-Cooke 7 IP, CG, 0 R, 2 
. ' H, 5 K, BB . 
Loss-Witte 6 IP, 1 ER, 7 K, 
0 BB 
UMass 5, Xavier 3 
April 1 O at UMass 
. R H E 
-Xavier , 3 5 1 
·. LiMass ·. · ·5- 4 o 
. Win-Veracka :· 
~oss-Wiggers .· . 
. XU~Swisher 1-3, RBI, R 
Law 1-2, R · 
... 
·.· u·Mass 7, Xavier 3 
April 11 at UMass 
R H E 
Xavier 3 .8 2 
UMass. 7 10 0 
. Win-Loonie 
Loss-Barger .. 
xu....:Fish 3-4, RBI, 2 2B, R 
Modrovsky 2-3, HR, RBI 
BGSU 5, Xavier 3 
April 13 at Bowling Green 
R H E 
Xavier 3 7 · 1 




XU-Watson 2-5, 2B, 2 RBI 
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Men's basketball celebrateS,season. 
. . . ' . . . \ '., . . ' 
BY MATT MADCiES 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Xavier men's baske.tball 
team concluded its season last 
'· Thursday with its annual awards 
banquet at the Omni Netherland 
Plaza. Coach Skip Prosser, his team 
and the 400 people in attendance 
had much to celebrate, includi~g 
the third-highest victory total (25) 
in school history, a trip to the Na-
tional. Invitational Tournament Fi-· 
nal Four and the careers of the se-. . 
nior trio of Lenny Brown, Gary 
Lumpkin and James Posey. 
All three or'the ·senfors have be-
come household names for Xavier 
fans and basketball fans across the 
co.untry. · Brown,· Lumpkin and 
Posey combined to score 4,847 ca-
reer points over theif four-year ca-
reers at Xavier while leading the 
Musketeers to two NCAA Touma-
. ments, a NIT Final Four, two At-
lantic 10 Conference West Division · 
Championships and.the 1998 A-10 
Tournament Championship. 
In addition to being recognized 
for their career accomplishments, 
the seniors also fook · hom'e their 
·share of the hardware; Posey, a 
member of the A-10 First Team and 
the A~lO Defensive Player ofthe 
Year, earned the team's Best Defen- · 
. · sive Player Award afte1; setting a 
school recorq with 102 steals this 
season and the Best Rebounder 
Award for the third consecutive sea-
. . ., ' -' .. 
·son aft(!r averaging 8.9. rebounds 
per game this season. 
The bli.ckcourtduriofBrown and 
Lumpkin, who started ·the final 112 · 
games of their careers together; also 
took home ma]or awards: Brown, 
who led Xavier in scoring (18.1 
points per game) for the third time 
in four seasons·, won the team's 
Leadership Award, Lumpkin 
earned the Team Assist Leader 
Award for the fourth straight year 
as he dished out a team-high 122 
assists this season, and he won the 
Lew Hirt Society's Coaches Award. 
· In addition to the seniors, four 
underclassmen were recognized for 
their accomplishments throughout 
the season. Sophomore Maurice 
McAfee eatned the team's Best· 
Free Throw Shooter Award, as: he 
shot 83Spercent from the charity 
stripe on the season. McAfee also 
wonJhe team's Gordon NeadMost 
Improved Player Award after rais~ 
ing his scoring average from 2.7. 
points as a freshman to 8.2 points 
per game as a sophomore. 
Freshman Lloyd Price earned· · 
the Musketeer Award, which goes 
to XU's top sixth man, while sopho-. 
more Reggie 'Butler earned the 
Connie Brown Award, which goes 
to the team's "most inspirational 
player; the player showing the 
greatest team spirit and enth'usi-
asm." 
Red-shirt freshman Alvin Brown 
earned' the Ernest A. Staak Memo-
rial Award, which goes to "the 
player who, through his unselfish 
dedication and love of the -game, 
best exemplifies the life of Ernest. 
Staak (father of former XU coach 
Bob Staak)." · · · 
It was the gr~ate$t·year ever for women's a~hlet.ics ... 
Next week their accomplishments will be celebrated in a · 
special sports section feature on ... 
UVIER 111lE11CS 
. . . ' 
"THE YEAR OF THE WOMAN" 




4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwqod; 
9529 Pippin Rd., Cincinnati;· 
. f813 Monmouth;, Newport 
5pr\ne. L\ne 
. ·. c\o1h\ne.\. 
• Nike • . Champion • 
• Tommy Hilfiger • Levi • Guess · 
. . FILE PHOTO 
Senior James Posey earned the'teani's Best Defensive Player 
Award and the Best Rebounder Award at last Thursday's annual 
men's basketball awards ban~uet. 
·.··~ .. ~ ... 
CINU.Q® 
WMMMlllMMiil·MMji,#ilW 
Interested in Earning Some Extra Cash??? 
CINTAS, The "Uniform P~ople," is hiring hard-working and 
dedicated. college students to work in our facility. 
· · · **$8.10/hr With a 90-day performance based 
increase 
**Mon.-Fri. (afternoons/evenings or both - we can 
work around your class schedule) 
** 10 minutes from campus 
**No weekends · 
**Opportunities for full-time suffimer work and to 
join our Management Trainee Program after 
graduation 
For more information contact Dave King at 631-5750, or fill 
out an application at 5570 Ridge Rd. (I- 71N to Ridge Road 
North. We are L? miles up on the right, behind KFC.) · 
. ~- . . . ' 
Broke from Spring Break? 
Looking for .i:i ~ummer .Toh? 
.. . . 
•' L, ,, I •' 
OFFICETEAM · 
!s.currently seeking students to fill full and part 
time administrative f:iositions ... 
$ $ $ EARN CASH $ $ $ 
fuJ:! 1-o $10~00/hour) 
This is a great opportunity to gain valuable 
experience in a local co'rporation while ·earning 
. money' for college. . 
Interested applicants sho~lc;I coil 621-756o. 
· Tell the"1 your a Xavier student!· · · 
•' 
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___ B_Y_M_~_r_T_B_A,....R_B_E_R_· ___ •·· or possibly a centerfielder.'' ·. · ' 
Sports_ Editor Scott Jones from Moeller High 
Eventhough ihe Xavier baseball School and Larry Schildmeyer 
team is entering the important . from Loveland High School will be . 
stretch ()f its season; this has not coming to XU from the Cincinnati 
kept coach John Morrey from area next yea~ as well. Jones is a 6-
s!rengthening his' squad for next 3' first baseman and pitcher· who 
season. Morrey has received· helped Moeller to a co-champiori-
signed national fetters of intent shipfo it.s conference la~t season. 
from six'recruits for next season. . Schildmeyer; who plays shortstop . 
Three shortstops, two· first but could b~ put in the outfield at 
. basemen and an outfielder will be Xavier, was a First Team All-City 
joiningthe Musketeers next season~ selection in 1997 and 1998; as well 
Two oft~e recruits also pitch. ·as being on the All-Conference 
Ke\/iti Cave, a 6~2 shortstop.from Team for the last three years, 
Pennsbury High School · in ·. . Jarret Sues from Middletown 
Levittown, Pa., leads the incoming High ·school South in Red Bank, 
freshmen. ·Cave was an All-Area N.J., is a 6-3 outfiel(jer. He was his 
First Team sel~ction by the Phila- · team's MVP last season, as welJ as 
delphia Inquirer and the Bucks · receiving All-County andAll-Divi-
,Couhty Courier Times last year. siori honors .. "Jarret is very strong 
··"Kevin is probably the best ath-· both ·offensively and defensively," 
lete in our recruiting class," said said Morrey, 
Morrey. · ':'He has the opportunity '~He should be able to contrib-
to come in ifod make an immediate ute imm,ediately. ·He'll bring a 
impact as either a middle infielder much-needed left-handed hitter to 
' . 
SPO:RTS · 
ourli~eup ~nd should give .u~ some . 
defensive help as a right fielder." 
Mark Aridres is a 6-1 first 
baseman from Center Grove High 
School in Greenwood, Ind. He re-
ceived All-Johnson County, All-
Conference and All-Indianapolis 
Metro South accolades in each of 
thelasttwo seasons, as well as be-
ing a USA Today Honorable Men-
tion Indiana Player-of-the-Year. 
"Mark is a top-of-the-line first 
baseman who will come irito oui: 
program and have the opportunity 
to play immediately," said Morrey. 
-The last player on the Muske- . 
teers' lisi is 6-0 Ryan Schreen, a 
shortstop and pitcher from 
Libertyville High School in Vernon 
Hills, Ill. He was a conferenceAll-
Star team selection last season. 
"Ryan is an outst!).."1ding defen-
sive player. He has a greatarm and 
above-average speed. He should 
make a solid shortstop at the colle-
giate level," said Morrey. . 
. eJ\~"'"~ toward purchase or lease* 
BY MATT MADGES 
Assistant Spo.rts Editor 
The Xavier women's tennis team 
used the last two weeks of compe-
tition to prepare for the Atlantic lO. 
Char.npioriships that will be held at 
Virginia Tech· at the end of the 
month. · 
The Lady Muskies went 1-2 
sfoce March 23 to push their over-
all record to 11-9 .on the season. 
On April 1, the women traveled 
to Louisville and were .unable to 
win a single match, suffering a 9-0 
defeat. ·· 
Although the women were un-
able to win their next dual match 
against Western Kentucky on April 
2, the team dtd have a much better 
performance against Louisville. 
Western Kentucky defeated the 
Lady Musketeers 5-4. 
Winning matches for Xavier 
were sophomore Natalie Palmenter 
· You've hitthe books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors 
·. · · ... ·and. grad students ge_t $400 cash back* toward the purchas·e or.Ford Credit.·· . 
. Red Carpet Lease:of any eligible Ford or Mercury. lt's·academic: pocket the cash, 
-drive the legend. For·more College.Graduate Purchase Program info, 
call 1-800~321-1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com/coll.egegrad 
. ' ' . . . 
'·'' 
. 'To b!" eligib.le, you must graduate with an assocl.ate's or bachelor's degree between 1011/97 and 1/3/00. or be currently.enrolled In graduate school .. ' . 
.. , i' ,; . You rnu~t.~urchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/5/99 ·and .1/3/00; Some c~~t~mer an,d_vehlcle eligibility restrtctlons apply. See your dealer for details .. 
.. I -
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in No. 4 singles, junior Kristen Wolf 
in No: 5 singles, senior Lindsay 
Weber in No. 6 singles and the duo 
of sophomore Tracie f'._raunfelder 
.and her senior sister Laura in No. 3 
doubles. 
The women regrouped from 
their back-to-back losses on April 
6 when they defeated Morehead 
State 6-3. 
Winning matches for the Lady 
: Musketeers were' freshman Emiiy 
Senich in No. 3 singles, Palmenter 
in No. 4 singles, Weber in No. 5 
singles, freshman Kerri Kramer in 
No. 6 singles, the Fraunfelder sis-
ter duo in No: 2 doubles and 
Kramer and senior· Jill ·Norton in 
No. 3 doubles. 
The women host Dayton tonight 
and travel to Wright State on Tues- . 
day. The Atlantic 10 Champion-
ships will go from April 23-25 at 
Virginia Tec.h. 
suv sM'ARt. · 
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:>Diversions Desk: 745-2878 
>-DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu 
Ohio 'Riverdance' 
Tickets go on sale -Thursday, 
May 13, for the internationally 
acclaimed dance performance 
"Ri verdance." 
· "Riverdance" will return to 
Cincinnati _for 15 performances 
from Aug. 11 through Aug: 22 as 
a .Fifth Third Bank Broadway 
Series "Season Extra,"· 
"Riverdance" is a celebration 
of Irish music,· song and dance, 
focusing on the evolution of Irish 
dance and its influences on other 
-cultures. ·The show features an . 
\nternational company of danc-
ers, singers and musicians. 
Ticket prices range from $35-
65 arid can be purchased at the 
Broadway Series office down-
town, the Aronoff Center and 
Music Hall box offices or any 
Ticketmaster outlet. 
For more information, visit. 
the Broadway Series. website at 
www.broadwayseries.com. 
Classic piano 
The Xavier Classic Piano Se-
ries continues with Jeffrey Biegel 
on Sunday; Apdl 18 at 2;30 p.m. · 
iri the University Cen.tei:Theatre .. 
Biegel has performed· with 
many oLthe world's leading or~ 
chestra:s; including the Philadel-
phia Orchestra, the St. Louis and 
· Pittsburgh Sym'phony Orchestras · 
and the Munich Radio Orchestra. . . 
He has appeared in New York's 
Mostly Mozart festival, and was 
the winner of the Grand Prize in 
the 19.89 Marguerite Long Inter-
.. national Piano Competition. 
Tickets are $15~17. For more 
information, call 745-316L 
Local reading 
The Performance and Time 
Arts Series will close its fourth 
season on April 16-17 with two 
evenings of performarices at Col-
lege Hill ·'.!'own Hall. 
Featured performers will in-
dude: Cincinnati writer Jeff Wil-
son presenting short fiction, Ap-
palachian folk music quartet 
"Sunset Dawn" and Cincinnati · 
poet Andrew Miller. 
Tickets are $7 at the door; Per-
formance~ start at 8 p.m. ~ 
·Laugh. it up · .· · 
SAC and Weekenders present 
Comedyfest II on Friday.April 16 
at 9 p.m; in the University Cen-
t~r Cafe;. .·.. .· .. 
This· year)· Com:edyfest will: 
feature Dane Cook and Erin 
· F~ley .. There· ~ill be free food; 
drinks; arrd ptizes will be given . 
>a\Va.Y,:inciuding .. a karaoke ma~ 
· bliille. ' . .. · ···. · ·. ·· · . 
.. · ~···•AdrriiS~ion is.$3. 
. One•aei wonder 
The Cincinnati Playwrights 
Initiative will present "Tempo-
; rary Situation/' a one-act drama. 
about homelessness in Cincinnati· 
· · on Tuesday,A~ril 20 at 8 ·p:m. in 
the ArcmoffTheatre~ " . 
'· ~" · Admission is $3 .'£'Of students 
··and'$5'for the general public.· 
' . . - '~.: -- '. . :· .... ':_~ . 
/' •'1. r ... 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
.. 
Seniors capture 'Essence i&f Natul-e' 
XAVIER STUDENTS PRESENT ORIGINAL VIEWS Of. NATURE IN COLLAB.ORATIVE ART EXHIBIT 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
DiversiOns Ediior. 
"Essence of Nature," a senior 
· exhibition of painting and graphic . 
·design by Xavier art students Janet' 
Kempf and Tara Schmidt, will open 
at the Xavier University Art Gal-
lery on April 16 and run through 
April 23. · 
Kempf . and Schmidt were 
ple~sed to present their senior the-
sis work together because their art . 
shares the same illustrative quality 
and natural motif; · 
Kempf has adopted an original 
acrylic technique \\'.hi~h. produces 
two interpretations of each nature 
scene. The first painting is a tradi~ 
tional. acrylic work, while the sec-
ond in the set utilizes the paint chips 
from the first. The.chips are affixed 
to a mat board with a gloss medium 
varnish to produce a stunning ab-
stract effect. 
According to Kempf; it is 
through her process of working on · · 
both pictures simultaneously that 
she has developed a trust in herself 
and her unique form. 
After graduation from Xavier in · 
May, Kepmfintends to go to gradu-
ate school at either the University 
of Louisville or George Washing-
ton University to study art therapy. 
· Schmidt has created a corporate 
identity package for her company, 
Aesopica: She has created a unique 
logo, letterhead, posters and 
. bookcovers for her company. 
All. aspects of Schmidt's project 
are computer generated and draw 
on Aesop's fables; Her original il-
lustrations stern from her interpre-
tations or'four famous fables, "The 
Lion and the Mouse," "The Boy and 
. ' . 
the Nettles," "The Ant" and "The 
.· Chrysalis," and their morals. 
. . ,. - . . 
. . , PHOTO .. COURTESY OF JANET KEMPF 
This acrylic painting, "Blossom;" is part of Janet Kempf s senior 
thesis project , 
nect with the inner youthfulness and· . "Essence of Nature" exhibit will b~ 
energy of her audience. on Friday, April 16 from 6-8 p.m .. ~ 
Her woik onAesopica has The Xavier University Aft Gal::. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF TARA SCHMIOT 
. Tara Schmidt has created a 
corporate package for · 
Aesopica, a bookstore~ 
. centered around Aesop's . Schmidt's goal.is to capture the 
· strengthened her desire to pursue a lery is kicated in the A.B. Cohen 
career in illustration and package Center. Gallery hours are Monday 
design after graduation; through Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m, · . ·fables. · . structure, itnagination and tradition 
of the fables in an effort t() recon- The opening reception for the 
- L 0. C A L . · T H E A T E R -
Tribe p-...~s kids in the cultural Know 
THEATER TOUR PRESENTS FILIPINO CULTURE, LEGENDS TO GREATER CINCINNATI'S.CHILDREN 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
Diversions Editor . 
The Know Theatre Tribe and its 
April theatrical tour, "Kayumanggi: 
Filipino Stories for Children,'' is· 
sweeping the Greater Cincinnati 
area, bringing entertainment, edu-
cation and culture to those who hear 
its tales. 
The title of this 'tour is a word 
which describes the color of the 
native children of the Philippine 
Islands - neither tan nor brown, 
they are kayumanggi. The Tagalog 
word appropriately c,:olors a collec-
tion of children's stories including. 
adaptations of "Kayumanggi: The 
Creation Story" and "Kawayan: 
. Why the Bamboo Bends." It also 
features original interpretations of 
· Filipino myths such as .''The Cara-
baci & The Shell,'' "Kasuy: . The 
Cashew Seed" and "Araw & 
Buwan: The Sun & The Moon." 





Cincinnati Public Library 
Sycamore Bran.ch, 7 p.m. 
April 15 
. Joseph-Beth Booksellers 
2692 Madison Rd., Roo.)(wood Pavilion, 7 p.m.; 
. April 16 . 
Barnes & Noble Booksellers 
Kenwood/Sycamore Plaza, 7 p.m,.; 
April 17 
Borders Books-Music-Cafe 
1 Princeton Rd. Tri-C_ounty, 11 a.m. 
Barnes &Noble Booksellers . 
. 7663 Ma.II Rd.; Florence; Ky~. 7 p; 
The creative force behind the 
tour comes from the collaboration 
of Melissa Urriquia, XU senior Karl 
Kimpo and Jay Kalagayan, a Xavier · 
alum. The inspiration for the se-
ries was drawn from Kalagayan's 
play, "Kasuy," written for the 
Tribe's previous childfen's tour. 
Tile triO envisioned. "Kayu-
manggi;' to be. performed in a low 
tech setting dependent more upon 
the strength of the scripts, the di-
rection and the actors. Lack of tech~ 
nology is compensated for by rich . 
costumes and dance routines. 
"Kayumanggi: Filipino Stories 
for Children" is both culturally en-
riching and innocently entertaining 
· · ·~ promising a unique educational 
curring themes;· partic:ularly ere- ·· ~·kaw~y~~ .. spins'the tale of a.c9n~ · · experience for the. whole family. 
·ation,humanit)<andariogance,with ~ceited ruler who paysthe price for -All performances are free to the 
the intention to illustrate univ'ersal his greed and vanity. "The Cara-' public. 
moral lessons. "The Creation bao & The Shell". presents a Fili~ . . ·For more information call Jay at 
Story" provides an account of how . pino versfon of the story of Icarus 87F1429 or e-mail the Tribe at 
the world and its people came to be.· and Daedalus, teaching modesty. knowtheatre@abac.com. 
New Releases ·•uveWi.~es 
The following were due for release on April 14 ... 
Jennifer Brown, TBA (V2) · ... KMFDM, Adios (TVT) [ w/Nina 
. Hagan and members of Skinny Puppy guesting] ... Legion of Green 
• Men, Floating in Shallow Water (WMO) .:. Nite & Day,-Nite & Day · 
(Jive) ... Olu, Soul Catcher (V2) ... Sarah McL~chl~n, Live (Arista) ... · 
Sponge,New Pop Sunday (Beyond) ... Spoo~ey Ruben, What'.S' aBoy 
to bo? (TVT) ... Alice Temple,Hang Over (V2) :.: George Thorogood 
and the Destroyers, TBA (CMCJnt'l) ... The Tragi~~lly Hip, TIJA. · 
(Sire) ... Underworld, Beaucoup Fish(V2) ... Vitro; Distort (Colom~ 
. · bia) ·~·· ~ · · ·~. ·. · -. .··'.. · · · 
... all dates ar~tentat~ve. 
: u Thur:sdqy;April ,15 
Blue Oyster Cult 
@Annie's 
Saturday, Apfi(J 7 . 
NOFX · 
wi Swingin' Utters .. 
@Bogart's· 
Sunday; April 18 . 
They Might Be' Giants· 
. @ B~gart's · · 
Monday; April 19 
Blue Meanies 
w/ Spring Heeled Jack 
and Unwritten Law 
@Bogart's 
.,, · Wednesday, April 21 
Hello-Dave 
@Ripley's 
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.. . . .FILM REVIEW-
:Qon'tforget to f3.ste11your seat belts 
.. . . : ~ . . ' . . - - . '. : '. . . . . -. . . . . 
TWO OF THI~ YEAR'S MOST PROMISING FILMS 'INTRODUCE THEIR CHARACTERS TO -ILIFE IN .THE FAST. LANE' 
BY NATHAN DUKE 
. . / '.·' 
he had to sell the prized mforoscope. · 
Diversion.s Writer ·he l;milt for _a sderice fafr. This sac.:.: 
The first four months of.1999 rifice _made' to raise money for his 
. have not exactly been the most family is more touching than any 
promiSii:igfor movies. : · other scene this year's movies have 
gusting," Pearl's · 
daughter telis her after 
they have returned to 
their summer home .. 
.•.. pearl. is .tb.en forced to . 
decide whether she'will .So far, moviegoers have.had to. offered. · 
suffer thr.ough a slew of lame-: · · Pearl regrets thats.he was never try to find a new way 
brained comedies .("The: Out"of- .· · able to do an.ything different with .. of life with Jerome' or 
Towners," "Office Space," "200 her life besides becoming a mother stay with her husband.' 
Cigarette~"), no-brainer children's and wife until Walker. Jerome .The performances 
movies ("Baby Geniuses," "My. (Viggo Mortensen), the "blouse in "A Walk on the 
Favorite Martian"), unoriginal hor- man;" arrives at the Catskills fam~ Moon" are magnifi-
ror movies (!'Carrie 2;" "Raven- ily summer, camp, where the cent, most likely repre" . 
ous") arid pathetic teen-oriented Kantrowitz family is sp~nding their s~nting · one of the 
dramas ("The Mod Squad") and vacation. strongest casts in quite. 
"Wing Commander." Jerome, who is constantly re~ ··some.time; 
With orily a few exceptions, the minded that his n.ame is'backwards, Lime brings sincer-
year ha,s beeri slightly less than is a true cm(nterculture Casanova, ity to ·the role of the 
thrilling, which is why 'Tony catching the eyes of most of the la~ fnistrated and disap~ 
Goldwyn's 1960s melodrama, "A dies who buy his blouses .. Peari is pointed Pearl, while 
Walk on the Moon" and Doug no different-than the rest ofthem, · Schreiber is truly be-
Liman's Generation Y2K drama, and,.in an atte£Ii.pt to make a change lievable as.Dan}el, the 
"Go," are a ci~ematic- _breath of in her life, begin~ a short, ill-fated · over-worked husband. 
fresh air. affair with him. Paquin-proves once· 
"A Walk on the Moon" follows With Daniel constantly leaving again that she is one of 
The lives of Ronna (Sarah polley), Adam (Scott Wolf), Zack (Jay Mohr) .and . 
Claire (Katie Holmes) collide in· L.A:s raucous underground club scene in 
"Go,'~ an edgy comedy that traces the intenivoven misadventures of a group 
of people over two days and one wild. Christmas Eve. 
the escapades of the Kantrowitzes, the vacation spot to repair televi- the brightest stars· in 
an average family of four heading sfon sets in· the city, Pearl must . her generation of teen actors, bring- · store clerk, is asked by two meri in . Without giving the ending away,. 
toward the brink of destruction 20 juggle her relationship with Walker ing a feistiness to the role of.the her checkout lane (Scott Wolf and it is safe to say that "Go" is funnier 
miles outside of Woodstock, N. Y.,. along with· her sense of duty to her blossoming daughter. Jay Mohr) if she can get them a drug than any other movie arthe theaters 
in 1969. · daughter, who has recently acquired While the youth of To.ny called ecstasy before they attend a now pecause of its strange plot 
Neither Daniel (Liev Schreibe°r) a beau ofher own: . . Goldwyn's film are exploring . Christmas party that night.'.. · tvyists, abnormal characters arid bi-
nor Pearl Kantrowitz (Diane Lane) The film's conflicts reach. a things such as drugs and sex for the Ronna visits a well-known drug zarre circumstances. Besides, 
have ever really peen able to do . maximum when Pearl runs away . first time,. the ones in Doug Liman's dealer (Timothy Olyphant) to ob- . • where else can you find police that 
what they wanted to do with theif ' . with Walker for the weekend to latest dark:. comedy, "Go;" cannot tain the drugs for the men, who have sell confederated products, a tele-
lives. At one point in his life, Daniel Woodstock while Daniel. is away on seem to get away from them. . given _her an address where she is pathic cat and a 250-pound bouncer . 
enjoyed inventing things, but he .· business, only to run into herdaugh- . Liman, who is. responsible for to meet them. . . who starts crying ·when his father 
was forced to drop out of school ter, who has also run away with her' the_ painJupy funny 1996 hit,· Although she. does not have a tells him to shoot a man in the arm? 
when Pearl. became pregnant with boyfriend to see the concert against "S_wirygers/'. weaves fou.r ·~P~lp Fie- sufficient. ~mount of money .with ·In a. year. already plagued ·by 
their now'' a~gst~iidcten teenage:. her parents', w11C '" "' . "' ... _ ·•· ··~ "tion"-esqtie':stories Jnt8 "Go,"' us--'"·: her,".i~brina'~foaves li'er;be'st friend, miserable. movies, these two bring 
daughter (Anna Paquin). · · In a hauilting scene, the two re-. ing four different points of view to Claire (Katie Holmes),. with the - hope of better things to come. 
A scene in which Daniel's Tarot. bellious. women realize. one recount the same.incident. drug·dealeras collateraL What en- · A WALK ON THE MOON 
··card-reading mother (Tov·ah another's presence at Woodstock. At the beginning of the film, su~s is a drug deal gone bad told ***"" 
Feldshuh) recalls a story about how· "I saw you there ... you were dis- Ronna (Sarah Polley), a grocery ·from. many different perspectives. GO **.*7 
'The MatriX': Plato would have been proud 
BY DAN CiALLACiHER 
Diversions Writer 
' , ' - J ••• ·•' • I • < ,, • ' • 
THE INFAM.OUS ALLEGORY OF THE (:AVE TAKES A CYBER-SPIN·.IN NEW ACTION FUCK 
. in the su6tei"ranean.tunnels of2199; venture out into the matrix to wage 
.escaping from a giarit complex· of guerrilla war on the deadly agents, 
One of the most memorable im~ · · · mechanic cocoons constructed to leading to the most incredible eye- . 
ages in Plato's Republic is the aiie- "harness the energy'' of human bod- candy of any spedal effects action 
gory of the cave.· Trying to convey ies i.n a world where nuclear winter blockbuster I have ever seen. 
theorphiC vision ofourphysical life has cut off solar power(some sus- With Neo and the' others running 
as merely a transitoryphantasma~ pension of disbelief is required up walls, leaping buildings, per-
goria, a fragmented shadow ofthe . here). . . forming veritable kung-fu ballets 
higher world of truth, Socrates tells. ; The matrix,. h~ is told, is a vir- and dodging lots of ammunitibn, 
_his listeners of a race of cave-dwell- · . tual reality program that keeps the whatever the second half of "The 
ers. whose vision: grmys nocturnal ·enslaved humans unaware, thinking Matrix" neglects in thought, it 
in· their subterranean hdme~. and '. they: are Ii vi rig: in-a;replicateci late .readily makes up in action. 
whose lives cori,sist 9f a: se~fos of. twenti~th century~metropolis. Us~ Scenes in which a.helicopter is 
obscure shadows ... · ing simulations oil the hovercraft's absorbed by a glass skyscraper like 
·shouldorieofthesecavemenes- · (. I ·ft· · ,d, · · " · ·· • · ,_P,tto;rocouRTE5YoFWJIRNERBRo.s. computers, Morpheus and his crew liquid·into a pond and a slow mo-
, . . .. . . Neo ... !(:ea. nu. Reeve. s. , e . ) ·an . a. gent Smith.(Hugo Weavirig)have ·. · ···· · · cape to the stirface,·socrates·sur- . h . showNeothat.thenilesofthema- t_ion, m. id-airgun battle between 1t out iii t e futuristic action-thriller "The. Matrix," which also_ stars 
mises that.the brilliance of the sun Laurence Fishburne. .trix can be bent..:.....:. grayity can be · Smith ·and Neo ·particularly. stand 
would at first: blind him. Even af- . . · · • · · . · · _ defied._ bullets dodged and reflexes . out. 
ter his eyes had accu~tomed to the A gothic, techno grunge tale of to him the truth. After they arrange sped up. . For the distinctive concepts· of 
light, however, he would be unable · mental slavery, "The Matrix" mixes a meeting, Neo.is introd.uced to their The new skill~ ~e used to fight i.ts first half and the stunning spe-
to return to his fellow cavemenand • a probing ~e~rch fpr '.reality with leader, Morpheus · (Laurence the computer genetated bad guys, cial effects of its second, ~'The Ma-
report of the profound ~ew world some of the best special effects ever Fishburne), who explains to Neo like ''Agent'. Smith'' (Hugo Weav- trix" is a movie guaranteed to keep 
that he haci seen, since he .wmlld no created, resulting ill a two and a half. ·that he is living· in. a dream world. ing),. who patroLthe,matrix, elimi- you pinned to .the edge of your seat. 
longer be &ble to negotiat~ i~ the ... hour mental thrill ride that leaves · called the)'matrix," a "pris~n· for ' natiilg .any \\lit~ dare think outside Had Plato seen thi~ movie) can 
ciark vaults.·. The caveman would·. 'you jittery all .. the way tioine. your mind." .. · . . · .. · ..... ·Its. narrow\rules~/Neo is also told._ honestly say !think he would have 
. be -an outcast, living in a world of, Written,· directed and produced Offeri_ng to sho_w him reality; .' that he may indeed be "the One," a . been both proud of the cave-like al-
inexplicable brilliance and truth. by brothers ·Larry ·and Andy_.. Morpheus gives Neo a pill that will . prophesied messiah who will set the Jegory and amazed by the cool he- · 
Looking at ''The Truman Show" Wachowski, the film stars. Keanu ·. c.ause him to '.'wake up," leadfog to enslaved humans ~free; · · licopter scene. · 
or '!Pleasantville," one finds the al- Reeves as .Anderson; a software a nigh.t~arish.sequence in which a. After these ideas of artifice, re- , _So whether you enjoy dark, ce- ~ 
. fogory of the cave still surfacl~g in· pr6graniming :.wallflower who by bald, pale and naked Neo emerg~s ality .and messianic destiny are de- rebral "what if?" science fiction, or 
modern American. cinema. In this . · night hasks the web for fun under gasping from a cocoon filled with · veloped on theo.hciv~r~raft, the ·you just w~nt some.sliclc, computer 
spring'!! "The Matrix/'. the'"cave. the alias Neo. · electrical ~ires _andgargling pink· ·,thinking stops and. the action be- generated kung ft.dun,, "The Ma-
againcomes to mind with a d~c.id~· · · :, · Vfhile. h~¢k~~g. Ne,o:-contact~ a . 'goo.. gins. · trix" is a quite satisfying way to kill 
·edly darker, ''Terminator"-esque ac~ ring of terroiists who tell him he'is Rescuefi by the ~errorists, Neo Given the proper kung fu.train- . two and a halfhours. 
tion twist. .• being deceiv&l,promising to reveal. · .. finds himself on board a hovercraft ·. ing, Neo, Morpheus and the oih~rs Rating: *** 
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-IN YOUR EAR-
. The Living End 
Th~ Living End · 
(Reprise) 
G 'day mate. Though it rimy not. 
be saying much, the· rowdiest thing_ 
since Crocodile Dundee has made 
thetripfrom "the land down under" 
to the States. 
What. could possibly eclipse 
Paul Hogan and l}is sophisticated . 
brand of humor? you ask. Good 
question. Prolific label Reprise 
records (who you may recall hav~ 
ing ·given a home to grunge band 
Mudhoney) has bestowed Aussie 
punk band The Living End upon us. 
With their self-titled effort, and 
citing influences like Blink 182, 
Area 7 and the Vandals, The Liv- · 
ing End.looks to test the waters of 
American punk rock. 
Let's examine this idea: Aust)'.a-
lian punk rock. ·Though it might 
seem odd at first, think about it.:__ 
there's a lot to get angry about in 
Australia: crocodiles, dingoes, . 
tourists ... the list goes on and on. 
Fortunately; their sound is not 
too distant from the punk bands you 
might find on our native shores.·· 
Many of the songs are about punk-
standard subjects like government 
corruption, trying to fit into society. 
or the difficulty of making it in the 
modern working world. 
Refreshingly, the. songwriter, 
Chris Cheney, works hidden mean- · 
ings into the ,songs, creating a 
unique weave of rough, sometimes 
caustic music .with almost· poetic 
lyrical undertones. 
For example, "West End Riot," 
a song that sounds like it might por-
tray gang violence, is actually a 
story of children playing in the 
streets in their youth who grow up 
and forget the innocence they lost. 
The band doesn't stick to 
straight punk-rock all the way 
through, either. "Strange" is 
supplemented by a little swing beat, 
and "Trapped" brings in Area Ts 
horn section for a lively ska inter-
lude. The final song, "Closing In," 
is a not-too-shabby instrumental 
· performance that combines several 
different meloc;lies, sort of like the 
variety box of Pop-tarts. 
There is at least one more inter-
esting difference: · the bass player, 
Scott·Owen,"plays not a bass gui-
tar but an upright bass. The sound 
is nearly the same, but for not con-
forming to even punk :norms, The 
Living End gets some points. 
· Defying any stereotypes there 
Fleming and John 
The·. Way We Are. 
(Universal ·:Records} .. 
· _A d_elicate bal~nc~oflyrics, v.o-
cals and orchestratio_n is necessary 
to create a pleasurable album these 
days ....:._,too bad you won't find it 
here. · · ·· 
Fleming Mc Williams .and John 
Mark Painter collaborate on a di-
verse amalgam of musical tastes. 
The music can, at best, be described 
as alternative rock, but that might 
be misleading. At times, Fleming . 
and John border the realms of main-
stream pop, as well as quirky 
psychadelica (thinkThe Cardigans' 
"Love Fool"). 
It is noticeably unique in its pre-
sentation. Unfortunately, the duo 
floats out in their own little world, · 
Jump Start Y9ur Career 
• We are a ·Cincinnati based· Int~met and 9onsµIting company looking for. 
a high energy" business mapager to lead us t6 the next level -
• We need someone to sh~e our vision and bring our ideas to. market 
• YOU will be involved in all phases of the busin~SS including: . 
business plan develop~ent,. customer interface, staffing and operations 
- . . . . . . . 
• ~his is_ a great opportunity' ~or the dghtperson 
' ' . . . 
•Our national accounts include: 
• Arizona Beverage - Www.arizomtbev.com . 
·•Neyra Industries -w-Ww~neyra~com · 
• Great American Insurance 
• Medicare Healthcare . sates 
• and many others 
Year 
which leaves their music lacking a · 
certain stability on so many 1eve1s. Send resumes to: IVY Painter plays aH of the. instru-. Business Manager Search ments on the album, except 'the 2911 Stanwin Place 
drums. He seldom succeeds at of- __ · 
fering any stirring musical arrange- · Cinciririati, Ohio 45241-3346 Technologies, Inc. 
ments. He does play a quite im- mpome~oy@ivytech.com 
pressive flugelhorn, and an equally 513-777 "'.9066 Helping businesses grow! 
. www.irytech.com 
stirring balalaika on "The Pearl.".• ! · · ··· · · · "' · 
However, -novelty.aside, John l · ~13-755"'.0444 (FAX}· 
"Could have profited froin af'ew:ses-
sion musicians on this disc. The 
amount of instruments he provides 
is impressive, but how well he can 
utilize each instrument remains to 
be seen.· . 
The music is really a foundation . 
for Fleqiing's lyrics. The songs 
span topics such as lost· love, en-
joying love, seeing your love with 
someone else, etc. She writes more 
as an obse'rver of life than· a 
participant, but when she does throw 
her personal experiences in, as on 
"Don't Let It Fade Away," the ef-
fect is stunning: "look me in the 
eye and tell me you don't lc:ive me I . 
put me out of my misery I your si-
lence is giving me too much hope." 
Other lyrics lack similar revela- · -
tory moments; for example, from 
the title track: "Would I need ya if .. 
I got amnesia I would you be the 
one for me if I lost my memory?" 
Fleming is the. only vocalist on 
· the album. I think the best way to 
describe her voice is an annoying 
blend of Alanis Morrisette and 
country crooner Deana Carter .. 
They try to seek some support 
from Ben Folds. The piano· 
frontman offers some songwriting 
support on "Ugly Girl." It might 
be more effective if. Ben sang it 
himself. Unfortunately, his pres-
ence doesn't improve the album. 
: Fleming and. John reach certain 
Dayto~-Springfield Area Students: Need Summer Credits? 
r1aai•~llll~ilJlil,lifl&llli 
Science: .. Systematic Botany, Electron Microscopy, Huinan Diseases, Organic Chemistry I 
... + non-major courses in Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry · 
Computers & Math:. Programinirig I (C++) , Computing for Arts & Sciences, Statistics, 
. Pre-Calculu~; Calculus I, Business Calculus;·Business Internet Activities 
Education: courses include newly required Teaching Phonics 
Liberal Arts: wide range of courses, including Spanish II 
. •,· ' ... -.. ·.- ,, .. ,.,. . 
·Adam·and.Eve. did. 
Now you· can, tOo. 
might be against Australian music, 
The Living End is full of surprises. 
This band.has talent and~· style we 
could use a little more of over here 
fri the U.S. ofA. 
· serene moments,. but· the majority 
of the disc is loaded with weak « 
. Find Xavier's forbidden knowledge- reve~e& 
·every Wednesday in· The Newsivir:e~ .·. · 
Give It a shot-you'll probably 
like it. 
This CD earns $$$ . 
. ..,-Jonathan·Mosko, 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
material. 
This·CD earns$$ ... 
-Adam Ziemkiewicz,. 
·· Diversions Writer 
'-... ' 
I ~ 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE· 
JOIN-US FOR 
SUMMER SESSION 
1999 Al LOYOLA . 
g~=rNEW 
Regi$lra\i0n : .. ,.;;,;._; .... May 27 and 28 
. . All 5~$$ion$ lSTAR 
Fir$I 5-~eebe$$k>~ '·'.·;June 1 - July 2 
Second 5-week $Cmion .... : ................ . 
j : · . .J_uly. 5. - ~u9u$I 5/ 6. 
8-week $eS$ion· rCily) : ..... '.: .... :::~~ .. : ...... 




·office of Summer Se$sion • .. · 
6363 St. Cha~e$ Ave., Box 89 
New Orleon$, LA 70118 . 
1-800c.4.·LOYOLA 
(50.4) 865·.~523 ' 
fax (504) 8q5-3528 . 
e-mail: $Umriier@_loyna.edu : 
WwW-.loyrio.edu 
3030 West Fork Rd., 
Cincinnati, OH 45211 
(513) 389-7500, fax (513) 389-7508 
RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
Adults and adolescents seek 
committed individuals to sup-
pornhem in the community. 
·Requires high school education/ 
GED, driver's license, exce11ent· 
driving re~ord· a~d use of in-
sured vehicle. Related experi-
ence preferred. ·Full-time and 
part-time · positions · with 
evening; overnight and weekend 
schedules available.· $7; 10-
$7 .35/hr. Exce11ent benefits pro~ 
vided for full-t_ime (30 hours per 
, week):. Applicatioris~accepted 
Mon.-Fri., 9. a.in.-4 p.m. Call 
(513) 389-7509 _x122 for more 
information. 
Gotcha. If you'n:"rnding.this litdc block of text yo~ 
mun ~ave free ~ime. Exercise it wisely ~y joii1ing · 
the sc.IT of the awud-winning hvin- Nnurwirr. Call 
745-3607 and apply today.,_ · 
week of APRIL 14, 1999 17 
. - . 
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 
ON Tll£DfWAI TO TBE TOI? 
. -': :~:' ,-' 
If you didn't sign· up for ROTC as . qualify for a full tuition scholarship 
a freshman or sophomore, you ' arid. advanced . officer training 
can . catch up this summer . by . . . when you return to campus next 
attending Army ROTC Camp · · fall. . You'll also have the self-
.Challenge, a paid five-week confidence· and discipline 
course in leadership.. yo'u need to . succeed in 
Apply now .. You may · · college and beyond. 
... 
· ARMY JiOTC. 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For .. details. visit st. Bcir:bcira Hall or can· 
745-1062 
. . . ' 
AN ARMY SCHOLARSHIP.COULD 
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL·. 
·Free ureunancv tests • 24 hour helpline· 
. . . · .. •· . ' 
The U.S. Anny Health Professic>ns 
Scholarship Program offers a l!riique 
opp0rtunity for. fi.lliµidalsul>port to 
medkalorosteopathystud~nts. ;: · ·:. . .· 
.. Financial supportincludes atnonthly ..•. 
stipend· plus tuition, books; mid other ·. · 
course related ~Xpen8es. . '. • ' ·. . , 
For infonnation a)ncemirig eligibility, 
pay, service obligation and applicatipn:-~ '; ', 
procedure, cont?ttyour local Artlly'' ,, · 
·Health Care Recruiter:· · (317) 549~1791/' . 
. :.·.: . .,1.... '.~ . ' ,• .. :."· '.'' . : ' 
',' .' ·, '.-:.~.~:' J ' I 
i" :;·::-r.'.>;•; 
;i:·'·.· . 
. ·ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU.:CA~:;.,aE~: : 
. ;". ··•·. 
: Read it in: The XavierNe~s~ire chis week 
·. "~a~ier goes;soft. on: ~oilet paper''2117/99 
.· R.~adit in The Enqfffrer the ne~~. . · · ·. · 
. "Xavier. resolv~s toilet ~ap~r ~~W"312199 
,•".•1': r 
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Fri. & Sat. 
Sunday 
Norwood 
4539 ·Montgomery Rd, 
l1 :OOam . 1 :OOam 
11:00am ,_ 2:00am 
1l:OOam ~· 12:30am 
731-5959.·· 
. . . . . 
NOW HIRING 
Managers, Drivers,. In-Store. & Telephone 
Personnel. · 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
-- .•. -·wouLD Sits o·oo+ 
. . .. . . ·. . .·. . I 
:HELP WITH COLLEGE? 
You~~ earn.more than $18,000 during a standard 
Army Reserve enlistment... . · _ 
Andover $7,000 if you qualify for the Montgomery 
GI Bill ...... · . : · . . . 
. Plus if you have or obtain~ qualified student loan, you·. 
could get help payingit off-up to $20,0(){hifyou train 
in certain specialties in certain units. . 
And thaf s for part-time service~usually one week-
end a month plus two weeks' Annual Training. . · 
Thiitk about.it Then think about ~s. And call today: 
(513) 731-4400 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE~ 
ARMY·RESERVE 
· www.goarmy.com . 
•. ·I NATIQNAliANXIETY SCREENING DAY I 
- -.. Feeling nel'Vous? Can't sleep? 
·worrying a lot? . 
The Health &. Counseling Center is providing an 
anxiety screening on the Web. · Check it out at: 
www~xu.edu/studev/hlthcntr/anxiety.htm 
or students can call 7 45·3022 to schedule an 
appointment with. a licensed 
·· • co·unselor or psycholo·gist 
. · . cOunaellng services are · 
free-Ol·c~ge, private·and. confidential 
Realize your dreams with· a 
Supplemental Student Loan.· 
It happens nearly every day. Students postpone their 
education, or drop.out of college, never to return. All 
because.their savings, scholarships, and Federal Student 
Loan options had run out. 
_Fortunately, you won't have.to worry about that. 
. Now Ohio students don't have to see their drearris end · 
simply because their traditional education funding has~ · 
Ohio's SupplementalStudent Loan.Program (SSLP),a· 
private student loan program created specifically to fill 
. the gap left by traditional funding, .is ready to help both 
full- and part-tirp.e students with followi1'.g options: 
• Competitive yariable and ftXed rates. 
. . .. . . . 
· • Deferral of principal and interest payrrients while 
you're iri school:" .. , · . . 
•The option t~ use up to 50% of your Supplemental 
Student Lo~ to pay off. t:Uition orr~m and boar,d 
. costs from the previous term. 
Dreams are: worrp. ahy p~ice. And -with· a Suppl~mental 
Student Loan,' the price of your dreamsjtist cameback · 
within reach. 
To learn more about SSLP, call · 1-800-9JO-SSLP or · 
consult your financial aid advisor today. · . 
SUPPL.EMENlAl 
STUDENJ9lOAN 
I' II 0 U II .\ ~I 
Administ~red by the Thortias L Co~lan 
Education .Foundation • Cincinnati, Ohio 
THE XAVIERNEWSWIRE 
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When. this ·.ltJ8!i off 
y11ur tong11e will .be 






If smothering our award~winning wings with 
our Blazin''" sauce is too much ·firepower for 
· · you, _'.we've got 11 other sa~c~ 
. to tempt your tastebuds! · ~z 
' • -. j • 
Rookwood Pavilion · · 
Norwood ~ 351.-9464 
wwW.buffalowildwings.coin . . 
. A student's life· isfull of difficult 
decisions~ Searching fbr th~ best student. 
loan doesn'thave to be· one.of then1. · ... 
·~ ~~t's because FJrstar has.taken ·the · 
guessw:ork out of stude_nf loans with . . ,• .... 
Jump Start'.Jt'~ the best Federal Stafford · . 
. Loan for. Ohio students, arid it comes : .. 
'with an incredibly fowrate, currently 
·. 5~Q9%._ Fot more information: about. . ·. 
JumnStart, ask your school financial aid 
· advisor fora Ffrsta~ StaffordLoan. · ... 
':i1l.:cio_cm ·. rA.·D.·~· . jjf/}jJIJ]fl . 
.' . ' .!J~~te!r~ -~ . ·6Wf!A:if( .. ::-
' ~j~~~ ~~: is'.~~~blc ~~:~~t I~ ~rogra~ ~hid~ adj~~ ~unll~. 5,96% ~nt ~re 
· · (iflcltidin):Jump Snin: ani:I Ea.5YPny) is avatL1blc ti1IOlJg!i 6/30/W. · EqUal Hoto;u;gtcnac'r. · 
:· .·!., !_'" .'-,-·::_;; '··:. - . • -, •' ·""' • .. · ·-... : • ; ... 
[: 
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April if·. 
~By jennah Durant >To place ·an item in th.e calendar, call 745~3122 or mail to ML 2129. 
Playing catch is always a good pleasejust stay the hell home. 
· .. . FRIDAY 
April 16 
Herculean accomplishments, all·· 
done in the name of praise and 
awards. I mean, selflessness. 
Here's a Calendar City quiz: 
men .• ~uttheir mascot\vould sug~: 
· gest otherwise. V ·Tech returns at 
noon for some m.6re basting. 
They might be ... OK,.J'll stop. 
I mean, the Cla!!sical Piano Series 
returns with, of all things, aclas-
sical pianist. He goes by the name 
of J eft'rey Biegel, byt you can call 
him "Jeff." He likes that. Be at 
the University Center Theatre at 
2:30 p.m. for all the pie-anna you 
















Hey, how've you been? I 
haven't seen,you ina wliile. So,· 
uh. What's up? Unfortunately, the 
well"WOrn Calendar groove has 
been covered by two weeksworth · 
of composting fallen leaves. It . 
might take me awhile. to find it· 
again, so bear with me. Oh, did 
you hear about the tornado last 
week? Excuse me, I mean 
"Twister of '99." By the way, 
what if there's another tornado .thii;; . 
. year? Pete Delkus will feel pretty· 
. way to procrastinate, but what 
about the times when that's too 
much darn work? Then just go · 
watch other people do it, duh. The 
place to be to strengthen your lazy 
muscles is Hayden Field for a 3 
p.m. b-ball (baseball, that is) game 
against UC. 
Ii :111;fj11~\'I. 
Will SAC never stop riding the 
comedic tidal wave? Let's hope· 
not. Funny guy Dane Cook is 
·here to blow the roof off the joint, - · 
I mean the Cafe. How funny is 
·he? So "funny that he's starring in 
What is tasty, has feathers and ha~ 
no distinguishing sexual features? 
Of course, this is an easy one. You 
all remember this is a castrated 
turkey, a.k.a. a Hokie, a.k.a. ev- · 
ery athlete at Virginia Tech. Your 
first opportunity to use this impor-
tant knowledge is at noon ·when 
the baseball team takes on the 
Barnyard Eunuchs, Virginia Tech. 
I think that's just a fancy name for 
their branch of De Vry. 
l 
April 19 ti 
dumb then. And do we really need 
24-hour coverage of who~e roof . 
flew off and whose cat was blown 
down the street on every fi:eak·. 
ing local station? The answer, fo 
case you were wondering, is "no." 
Rolling on the act-of-God tip, this 
week's theme is natural disasters. · 
. Take c.;over. 
Unwritten Law, George Ber- ~ 
. n~rd Shaw: ·Blue Meanies, hard Ii 
to find Beanies. Spring Heeled ~ 
Jack, Cleveland's back. Pick out ~ 
·the rock stars in the above littany [1' 
and go see them at ~ogart's as the f 
Black Plague Tour rolls in at 8 . \! 
April- 15. 
an upcoming movie with Dennis · 
Didn '.t Sin bad used to wear 
Hammer pants? And be fat? I· 
assume he does not and is not any-
more, seeing as how he was on 
Oprah a few weeks ago preachin' . 
. at the Temple of Taibo. Anyway, 
Rodman. U.h. wow. That's so 
funny it's almost hilarious. Is that 
supposed to make me want to see 
him? I hope not. But if it's the 
guy I'm thinking of, I saw him on · 
Letterman this summer and 
coughed up my spleen I laughed 
so hard. Funny girl Erin Foley 
will open up, starting at 9 p.m. All 
this jollity for only $3. 
· ~:k. Don't forget your surgical I . 
· if you go to his cycloni'c show to-
day at the Firstar Center at 8 p.m. 
and feel like mocking him, make 
"I like movies, I like sw_im-
mers, SACers, SACers; please de- · 
liver." Barring the imminent 
threat of a tsunami, you can.watch . , a. big sign that says, "You us.ed to 
wear Hammer pants." He'll 
blush and you'll win the admira-
tion of fellow, um, Firstar-ians. 
a movie in the pool at O'Connor 
Sports Center at 8 p.m. If anyone 
else tried to pull off this combo, 
electrocution would surely ensue. ·• ·· 
But SAC dares to flout the Jaw.s 
of physics, and if you join them, 
you will be handily rewarded with 
food and prizes. 
: If you 're a senior, it naturally 
follows that you like a big batch 
of shady in your life e'very once in 
a while. Good thing the Woods 
is here to fill that gaping; cracked 
fault line of a hole in your life, and. 
even better that Senior Board is 
here. to facilitate it. Be. at said 
Shadyville bar from 9:30 p,m. to 
1 :30 a.ni. and squeeze out all the' 
~marmy townies. · 
'Ei!l ifJ il IJ!\'I 
April 17 
It's OK if you haven'.t experi-
enced a good chunder lately, be~ 
cause King's Island opens on 
weekends starting. today .. ·· Oh, I 
mean Paramount's King's Island. 
Although I don't see what's so 
· pa_ramount about it since they 
booted the Smurf ride. .I• know • • 
that was a Jong time ago, but I 
haven't found anything to fill up 
· the Gargamel void in my life yet. 
These things'take time. 
April 18 
Speaking of Turk[ey]s, They 
Might Be GiantS brings musical · 
mayhem to Bogart's at 8 p.m. Go 
and pay homage to this group that 
made geography fun for everyone, 
except maybe an ancient Byzan-
. tine emperor. And remember, 
even old 'Nati town was once 
Losantiville. "Why they changed 
j~,Ican't say." The Germans just 
liked it beuer that way. 
They might be the XU Big 
Band, but I'm positive their spring 
·concert is at 4 p.m. The big band-
ing takes pl~ce at. the Church of 
Our Lady of the Holy Potte~y 
.·.Barn, I mean Bellarmine Chapel. 
Rolling in the mud and riding 
triCycles are really your forte, I 
know. You're inluck, because this 
week is for .Spring Breakaway, 
sponsored by .the fine people in the 
O'Connor Sports Center. If you 
don't have a team, just go be jeal-
ous of all the people who have a 
· legitimate reason to play o.utside .. 
As if these high-jinks weren't 
enough,' this week is also time for 
the International Festival. So 
please, go expand your horizons. 
· Arid no, eating a brat at Cinergy 
















Man .. I got so excited about the 
thought of being wet and Watch-
ing a movie that! forgot about the 
hallowed "first Calendar item of 
the Week" spot on which the In-
. iernationaL Coffee, Hour has had 
such a .merciless stranglehold. 
Sorry, Romero Center: Good thing 
you guy.$ are all smart and knew it 
was coming anyway. Well done, 
readers. 3:30 p.m., in case you 
forgot. 
If you were pretty enough to 
be chosen for this year's orienta-
tion team, go to the training ses-
sion tonight. If you wen~. one of 
the worthless rabble tossed aside, 
At XU we have an old saying: 
If the cost of $2 makes y~m wince, 
just know that it's going to Habi-
tat for Humanity. 
April 20 ['. 
Go see WC Clark Blues Revue ~ 
HELP WANTED 
100 Instructors/Counse-
lors needed. Co-ed sleep-
away camp. Pocono Moun-
tains, Pennsylvania. Over 60 




. Full/part-time for toddler & 
preschool program. Competi-
tive salary, EOE. Send cover 
letter & resume to Education 
Coordinator,· 1607 Mansfield 
St., Cincinnati, OH 45210 or 
call .6~1-3032. 
FOR RENT 
In Norwood, newly reno· 
vated 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, new 
kitchens, bathroom, windows 
and hardwood floors, laundry 
and off-street parking. $335, 
$450 & $600 plus utilities. Call 
861-4111. . 
FOR RENT 
My dog Buster & I need a 
room ma te(s), renovated 
house, furnished, washer/ 
dryer, $200-$320 per month; 
utilities included, month to 
month OK. Also small 2 bed-
room house available, reno-
vated, unfurnished, $600 per 
month:Call 321-2144. · 
HELP WANTED 
Summer child care needed 
in my Montgomery home, 
Three terrific kids (ages 5-8). 
35-40 hours/week. Excellent 
pay. Call 984~9145. 
FOR RENT 
1 & 2-bedroom apartment 
in Oakley, large closets :and · 
rooms. Secure building, high. 
ceilings, heat and water in-
cluded. Call Andy, 305-5021. 
All honors, all the, time. Today; 
at least. See your worthy friends 
b.ecome. recognized for their . They might be virile young 
at the Southgate House. I know 
it's not funny; but do it anyway. 
. FORRENT 
Spacious 3-bedroom "plus 
house, hardwood floors, 
equipped. 1704 Brewster. 
Walk to campus. Call 321-
0043.or 241-9421. 
c l a s s i fi e d s 
HELP WANTED 
Sum·mer Day Camp in-
structors needed for swim pro-
gram (WSls & lifeguards), mu-
sic, tennis, gymnastics, mar-
tial arts & group counselors. 
(513) 891-.6985 .. 
. HELP WANTED 
·Landscape, full/part~time· 
positions available. Benefits. 
lmmed.late openings. Must. 
have valid driver's license. Call 
948-0688 for interview. 
Classifieds are 25 cents per 
word with a $? minimum. To.· 




Location! Two Jive family 
tutor homes with two spacious 
beclrooms, eat~in kitchen w/ 
walkout to porch, dining/study 
areas, wall-to-wall carpet &. 
SUMMER JOBS 
Now hiring. Earn $300~750 
a week this summer in your · 
hometown; work outdoors 40 
. hours per week. Management 
opportunities. Apply online 
. www.collegecraft.com or call . 
for an interview @ 1-800-
589-9444 
hardwood floors, ample clos- SUMMER JOBS THAT 
ets1 basement area wt laundry. START NOW $350/WEEK 
Lots· of character. Going fast Work with a team of orga'- · 
Call now 561-1151. ·starting nizers on local environment 
at $700 & up to $1,ooo. issues. Hold politicians and 
HELP WANTED big p<)llutors accountable. Fun 
Line cook: If you are an ex- work environment. College 
perienced line cook looking helpful. Part-time and intern-
for full or part-tim'e employ" ships available. Hours: 1 :30-
ment, Through the Garden . 10 p.m. Mon-Fri. Benefits. Call 
Restaurant has several oppor~ · . 221-2100. 
tunities for quality-minded·.· HELP WANTED 
people. Excellent working con-· . Landscaping: Dan Druffel, 
ditior,is, competitive wages and .", ,, lnc,j an· award-winning land~ 
flexible hours (a.m. &. p.m.) -· · 
10738 Keriwooa Rd:Cail 79F , scape firm, located in Walnut Hills, Is seeking motivated 
2199 quality people. FuU-time.posl- · 
: . HELP WANTED . lions, fop pay, benefits, ad-
Immediate openings for · vancementopportunlties. Fief- · 
handyman/painter, full time/ erences requested. Call 241- : 
part time. Flexible hours. Con- 9778 M-F, 10 .a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
tact Glen @ 631~9805. 
··. FORRENT 
4 bedroom apartment. 
Walking distance to .Xavier. All 
. utilities included. Equipped 
kitchens .. Off-street. parking. 
Security systems· available. 
Cable. OK .. Also, basement 
room' available at reduced 
rates. Call 242-1567. · · 
HELP WANTED · 
Opportunity to share hous-
ln·g and provide social support 
to a gentleman'.with_ develop-
mental disabilities who is inter-
• I ested in. activities'. such as 
movies; working out; concerts, 
etc. ApproxinjatelY. 10. hours . 
a week of .support is needed 
. which will be in exchange for 
· rent. For more info, please call 
. 541-2021ext. 37. · 
· WANT TO PLAY?! 
Racquetball: medium skill, 
want to play regularly· at 
, O'Connor. Flexible hours & 
days. Jon 333~0872 or 
lawrenc~@'~obox.com · 
. . . 
FOR RENT 
1.bedroom, clean, quiet, 
equipped & air. $295 plus utili-
.. ties. Call 631"4018. 
HELP WANTED, ' 
Administrative assistant/ 
receptionist; Part,time. Hills · 
Real Estate Group,h1c;,a prop-
erty management company, 
has an immediate part-time 
opening in our Silverton Cor-
porate office for an organized,· 
detail-oriented team player 
. able to handle multiple tasks, . 
Approximately 20 hours a 
week .with flexible hours .. The 
ideal candidate will have ex-
perience with a multi-line teie-
phone, and have a working 
knowledge of WordPerfect 
8.0, Windows 9S and Lotus' 
123. Call Jennifer Dandier at 
984-0300 or send ,a corifiden-
tlal resume with salar}t requlre-
m ent to: Hill Real Estate 
Group, Attn: Human Re-
sources Dept. 7420 Moritgom- · 
ery Rd~ Cincinnati, OH 45236 
Fax#: (513) 985-48.30. 
HELP WANTED , 
Summer Day Canip Direc· 
tor, Powel Crosley, Jr; YMCA 
A great summer job for an ex-
perienced ·camp leader! Re-· 
sponslble for daily operation of 
camp for 120 chilqren .. Posi-
tion is full time June 7~Aug. 21. 
Part-time houri{ begin in 
March. Previous day. or'· resi- · 
dent camp experience· a must. 
Must be at le.ast 21 years old. 
Also taking applications for 
counselors. Call 521-7112 or 
· apply at 9601 Winton Rd. 
HELP WANTED 
Resider.it. campfor youth 
with diabe~es. Work one or two 
weeks. Aug. 1-21. General & 
specialist paid positions. Cali 
CODA 1-800-422: 7946 or 
614-486-7124. 
HELP WANTED. 
Lifeguards, coache's, swim 
instructors. USA Pools, Inc., is 
now hiring in Louisville, Lex-
ington, Cincinnati; Nashville, 
Atlanta: .. and all surrounding 
areas. Top pay at country 
clubs, neighborhoods.resorts 
& parks. Call today. (502) 254-
5551 or (888)-357~PQOL 
. . 
FREE RADIO + $1,250 
·Fundraiser open to student 
groups· &.organizations. Earn 
. $3,$5 per Visa/MC app. We 
supply all materiali; at no· cost. 
. Call for info or visit our website. 
Qualified callers receive a free 




Norwood - fantastic 
housefor rent near campus; 4 
bdrms; washer/dryer;· patio; 
AC; dishwasher; $220 pp; 
·"open House 4~8 p.m. on Fri., 
April 16 and FrL, April 23; or 
call 351-2953 or 556-.1098. 
For directions email: 
· karen.ramos@uc.edu 
HELP WANTED 
Child care for 9 yr. and 12 
·UNITED NATIONS yr. old daughters in ou.rsubur-
ASSOCIATION ; , ban Cincinnati home.· 8 a.m. 
Free UNA-USA member- . tq 5 p.m. Monday-Friday: Pre-
ship to first 10 XU students. mium pay ill relaxed atmo-
, .interested. informing groups sphere.For interview call: Gail 
visitonlineatwww.unausa.org Jackson days @ 533-4400, 
then call 641-3935. evenings@ 561-3309 
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